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1.0 – INTRODUCTION

1.0 INTRODUCTION
This document, together with the San Francisco Bay Area Water Trail Plan Draft Revised EIR
(DREIR), constitutes the San Francisco Bay Area Water Trail Plan Final Environmental Impact
Report (FEIR) in accordance with Section 15132 of the California Environmental Quality Act
(CEQA) Guidelines. This FEIR contains limited additional information that was not included in
the DREIR. This additional information clarifies, amplifies, or makes insignificant modifications
to the information contained in the DREIR. The recommended alternative from the DREIR
remains Alternative 3, the Enhanced San Francisco Bay Area Water Trail Plan (Enhanced Water
Trail Plan), which was identified as the environmentally superior alternative.
Following this introduction, Chapter 2 provides responses to the comments made on the DREIR
during the public review period (August 3 – September 21, 2010, with one additional, accepted
comment letter dated September 22), including comments made at the public hearing for the
DREIR on August 24, 2010. Chapter 3 provides the comment letters and transcripts of the
verbal comments received at the public meeting, and Chapter 4 contains the Mitigation
Monitoring and Reporting Program (MMRP).
Twenty-eight comment letters (including e-mails and transcripts of verbal comments) were
received, some of which repeated concerns expressed in other letters. The most common areas of
concern were on the adequacy or enforceability of mitigation measures, funding for mitigation
measures and site improvements, the trailhead designation process, and aspects of the CEQA
process. Responses to similar comments were grouped into eight master responses, which are
presented at the beginning of Chapter 2, followed by individual comment responses.
A Draft EIR for the WT Plan was previously released to the public in June 2008 and extensive
comments were received. The Conservancy, in coordination with the other Project Management
Team member agencies (the Bay Conservation and Development Commission, Association of
Bay Area Governments, and California Department of Boating and Waterways), recirculated the
Draft EIR after making revisions to most effectively and comprehensively address those
comments, clarify potential impacts, and refine mitigation measures.
Erratum: Non-Motorized Boating in California, published by the California Department of
Boating and Waterways in March 2009, is the final report, not the draft report as listed in
Chapter 6 of the DREIR, page 6-5.
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2.0 – RESPONSES TO COMMENTS ON THE DRAFT REVISED EIR

2 RESPONSES TO COMMENTS ON THE DRAFT REVISED EIR
2.1

Master Comment Responses

2.1.1 MASTER COMMENT RESPONSE 1:
FUNDING OF WT PROGRAM ACTIVITIES,
TRAILHEADS, TRAILHEAD MAINTENANCE, SIGNAGE, LAW ENFORCEMENT, AND
MITIGATION MEASURES
Summary of Comments:
Numerous letters either indicated that funding is required for certain components of the WT
program, or requested that funding be made available. Specific areas identified for funding by
one or more authors include:
• Funding is needed to support enforcement of WT mitigations
• Funding is needed to support stewardship and docent programs
• The mitigation measures place an undue financial burden on site owners/managers and
will discourage participation in the WT
• Without funding to support many of the mitigation measures, they are not feasible or
effective
Response:
Under CEQA, an EIR is required to identify feasible mitigation measures needed to avoid or
lessen environmental effects of the project to a less than significant level. See CEQA Guidelines
(14 Cal. Code Regs. 15000 et seq.) § 15126.4. Likewise, the lead agency is required to adopt and
to subsequently implement those mitigation measures in undertaking the project. CEQA requires
that feasible mitigation measures actually be implemented as a condition of the project, and not
merely be adopted and then neglected or disregarded (See Federation of Hillside & Canyon
Associations v. City of Los Angeles (2000) 83 Cal.App.4th 1252, 1260-1261(“Federation”)).
However, an EIR is not required to discuss funding that may be needed to implement those
measures, especially if the lead agency has the apparent capacity to implement those measures.
See Santa Clarita Organization for Planning the Environment v. County of Los Angeles (2007),
157 Cal.App.4th 149, 163. It is only when proposed funding has been found too speculative or
uncertain to be considered adequate that approval of the project and adoption of an EIR is found
inappropriate. Anderson First Coalition v. City of Anderson (2005) 130 Cal.App.4th 1173, 11881189 (“Anderson”).
Here, unlike Federation, there is nothing to suggest the mitigation measures will not be
implemented and, unlike Anderson, there is nothing to suggest that the Conservancy’s funding of
the proposed mitigation measures is either “speculative,” or so “uncertain” or inadequate as to
render the mitigation measures meaningless. Under the Conservancy’s recently adopted FY
2010-11 appropriation, the Conservancy has over $50,000,000 available to implement coastal
projects consistent with its statutory objectives. Those objectives include: “after the completion
of the [San Francisco Water Trail] plan, the conservancy [sic] may undertake projects and award
grants that are generally consistent with... and achieve the implementation of the plan” (Public
Resources Code § 31163(d)(2)). More specifically, in connection with the review and possible
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adoption of the WT Plan and certification of the FEIR by the Conservancy (through its board),
staff will recommend that the Conservancy authorize the expenditure of funds adequate to carry
out the initial implementation of the WT Plan, including required mitigation measures. This
proposed authorization is expected to provide funding for:
1. Development and implementation of an education, outreach, and stewardship program;
2. Oversight of the Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting Program (MMRP) developed as
part of the FEIR, including the development and funding of specific measures as needed
for initial implementation of the project;
3. Provision of assistance to site owners and managers of potential WT sites, in cooperation
with Conservancy staff, to develop site descriptions, trailhead management plans, sitespecific signs, and enhancement projects consistent with WT criteria for site designation;
4. Project management of specific enhancement projects to be funded with grant funds.
In short, if the Conservancy adopts the Water Trail Plan and certifies this FEIR, Conservancy
funding is expected to be authorized to undertake the mitigation measures identified for the
initial implementation (approximately the first two years) of the WT and initial HOS designation.
(See Master Comment 6 for more discussion of the designation process.) The Conservancy or
other funding agencies may provide future, additional funding for general implementation needs
and assessment and mitigation measures in connection with site-specific designation, with
another Conservancy authorization expected in approximately the third year, in addition to
continued Conservancy and Project Management Team (PMT) staff support of the project.
Absent funding from these types of sources, the costs of site-specific mitigation measures will
have to be borne by the site owner/manager in order for the site to be designated as a WT site. If
funding for the required site mitigation measures and/or management/enforcement is not
available, then the site would not be designated under the WT. Enforcement of mitigation
measures is addressed further in Master Comment Response 2, below.
2.1.2 MASTER COMMENT RESPONSE 2: ENFORCEMENT OF MITIGATION MEASURES
Summary of Comments:
Many comment letters expressed the concern that without enforcement, the proposed mitigation
measures, especially mitigation measures for potential biological resources, would not be
effective. They requested guaranteed funding for enforcement (see Master Comment Response 1,
with regard to funding), including on-water patrols and/or docent programs, and coordination of
enforcement activities among different law enforcement jurisdictions.
Response:
The Conservancy has no regulatory authority and the Water Trail Act did not confer any
regulatory power to the Water Trail project or specifically to the Conservancy, the lead agency
for the implementation of the Water Trail. The Conservancy can only act to the extent of its
authority. Indeed, as the CEQA Guidelines note, CEQA does not grant an agency any new
powers independent of the powers otherwise granted to that agency; instead, the exercise of
authority in achieving the objectives of CEQA must be accomplished within the discretionary
powers of the agency. See CEQA Guidelines §15040.
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The authority given by statute to the Conservancy does not extend to policing, regulating or
enforcing on-water activity. However, the Conservancy (with the broader PMT) does have the
authority, in the context of the Water Trail Plan, to gather information about a site as part of the
designation process and to require that certain criteria be met as a condition of initial site
designation and continued status as an officially designated WT site. The Conservancy and the
broader PMT also have the authority to revoke the designation of the site, should operation of the
site or mismanagement of the site, in relation to the site’s being a designated WT trailhead, lead
to identifiable significant environmental effects.
The comments ignore the fact that the DREIR does contain and describe these enforcement
measures, and others mentioned below. Every WT trailhead is subject to, at a minimum, annual
review for compliance with the requirements imposed on it. As noted in the DREIR, depending
on the issues at the site, these conditions or requirements may include seasonal closure of the
site, more frequent assessment of conditions, use of docents, repair or restoration of damage
caused by boaters, installation of new facilities (e.g., boat washing facilities), etc.
While the concept of providing a corps of docents or regulatory agents to patrol the length and
width of the WT (comprising more than 500 square miles of open water and approximately 1,000
miles of shoreline) continuously and indefinitely is presented in various comment letters as a
possible mitigation measure, it is neither practical nor feasible, nor is it consistent with the
concern expressed in the same letters that the increased and sustained presence of NMSBs on the
Bay is a problem (see also discussion of docent programs in Master Comment Response 3). An
EIR need not analyze “every imaginable alternative or mitigation measure; its concern is with
feasible means of reducing environmental effects (Concerned Citizens of South Central L.A. v.
Los Angeles Unified School District (1994) 24 Cal.App.4th 826, 841). Under the CEQA statute
and guidelines a mitigation measure is “feasible” if it is capable of being accomplished in a
successful manner within a reasonable period of time, taking into account economic,
environmental, social, and technological factors. See Public Resources Code § 21061.1;
Guidelines, § 15364. What the DREIR has instead proposed – the possibility that docents or siteoperator on-the-water oversight may be required if warranted by circumstances related to a
specific site - is a practical, feasible approach under a programmatic EIR.
The CEQA Guidelines support the approach used in this programmatic EIR. Although, in
general, the Guidelines require that mitigation measures must be fully enforceable through
permit conditions, agreements, or other legally-binding instruments, “in the case of the adoption
of a plan... [or] policy, regulation, or other public project, mitigation measures can be
incorporated into the plan ... [or] policy or project design.” (See CEQA Guidelines §
15126.4(a)(2).)
Finally, the authors of the comment letters raise a point concerning coordination of
“enforcement” of WT provisions. To address that concern, the web-based comment form
included as part of Mitigation Measure Nav-M4A will be expanded to include environmental as
well as safety and user conflict concerns. Furthermore, WT signage at all sites will include
information on how NMSB users can submit comments to the WT if they encounter any
concerns.
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2.1.3 MASTER COMMENT RESPONSE 3: FEASIBILITY AND ADEQUACY OF MITIGATION
MEASURES
Summary of Comments:
Multiple comment letters indicated that one or more of the mitigation measures were not feasible
or adequate, for a variety of reasons:
1. For mitigation measures involving buffer zones, individual boaters may not or would not
be able to judge the appropriate distances, and rafting birds would not be visible at a
distance of 250 meters.
2. Absent funding, enforcement of the proposed restrictions would not be feasible.
3. Education is inadequate as a mitigation measure, and signage only has very limited
effects on the public’s behavior and is routinely ignored by some members of the public.
4. Docents should be required to be both on the water and on land to be effective and to
make signage effective.
5. Mitigation measures are vague and poorly defined.
6. Site-specific information was not presented for certain mitigation measures.
7. Mitigation measures should be developed to address potential future changes in NMSB
use due to innovations in NMSB design or demographic trends.
In addition, some comment letters suggested that not designating certain sites, especially
sensitive sites, would be more effective or desirable than the proposed mitigation. Finally, some
comment letters argued that mitigation measures have been inappropriately deferred in the
DREIR.
Response:
The education program will provide measures to help NMSB users judge appropriate distances
(e.g., 100 meters is approximately the length of a football field), and will also encourage NMSB
users to stay away from any rafting birds they see. While not all NMSB users will be able under
all circumstances to detect birds at a distance of 250 meters, avoiding rafting birds as soon as
they become visible is far preferable and a great improvement over ignorance of the disturbance
caused by purposely boating toward and through a raft of waterfowl.
Implementation and “enforcement” of mitigation measures will occur on three levels. Some
mitigation measures will be implemented by WT staff as part of the management of the WT
program. These overarching (WT program-level) measures include, for example, the overall
education and signage program, and such specific tasks as providing for a web-based comment
form to report navigation incidents and provide other comments. These measures are “enforced”
by implementing the WT program as currently defined and are therefore under the control of the
Conservancy and the PMT. Application of mitigation measures will also occur during
development of the Site Description/Trailhead Plan, where studies (e.g., parking studies) may be
conducted if needed, and site-specific mitigation measures are identified, where needed. The
trailhead designation process is required for all sites that may become part of the Water Trail,
and is therefore also under the control of the Conservancy and the PMT.
Finally, site-specific mitigation measures would be implemented by the site owner/manager
during enhancement or as part of ongoing site management. Mitigation measures at more
sensitive sites would be more extensive, and may include seasonal closures and/or requirements
for docent or stewardship programs. If the site owner/manager is unable or unwilling to commit
SAN FRANCISCO BAY AREA WATER TRAIL PLAN
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to implementing the applicable mitigation measures, the site would not be designated. If the site
owner/manager fails to or becomes unable to implement the necessary measures after a site has
been designated, “enforcement” will consist of possibly undesignating the site. The failure to
implement the necessary measures may come to the attention of WT staff through a variety of
means, such as communication from the site owner/manager, annual or more frequent site
reviews, or information provided by the public. The WT EIR cannot, and is not required to,
provide mitigation for potential impacts that are speculative, such as unknown NMSB design
changes and/or demographic trends that cannot be quantified.
Signage is a meaningful mitigation measure. Signs are used in a variety of settings for the
purpose of influencing people’s behavior (“No Loitering,” “Don’t Feed the Animals,” “Smoking
is Harmful to Your Health,” “Beware - Dangerous Currents,” “Drains to San Francisco Bay” and
so on). Indeed, the use and benefit of signage for these purposes is so accepted and so imbedded
that a multitude of laws require signage (e.g. Proposition 65, requiring signs warning of cancercausing chemicals; Government Code Section 831.8, conditioning public entity immunity on
posting of sign). The Conservancy itself has funded innumerable projects intended to both
inform the public and to change behavior toward more environmentally beneficial patterns.
Often these signs have been required as a mitigation measure – see Invasive Spartina Project
Final EIR/S (www.spartina.org) - or have been required as a permit condition (e.g., BCDC
Consistency Determination No. CN 1-07 for the public access and restoration of Inner Bair
Island).
Education using signage is used extensively throughout the world in natural settings such as
parks and reserves to inform visitors about proper behavior and concerns regarding the specific
natural resources at various locations. Dozens of studies conducted over the past 30 years show
that there is a link between attitude and behavior. Interpretation (i.e., signage or other
information)
“…that provokes the formation of positive beliefs about the outcomes
of a given behavior will result in a positive attitude about that
behavior. When this occurs, the likelihood that a visitor will engage in
the desired behavior (if presented the opportunity) is significantly
enhanced.” (Ham 2009)
The use of signage to modify behavior requires multiple steps:
1. The visitor must see the sign, and decide to read it
2. The visitor must understand the sign, and engage with the message
3. The visitor must believe the message conveyed by the sign, and must incorporate the
information into his/her own belief system
4. The visitor must not have any stronger countervailing beliefs that will cause him/her to
ignore the message on the sign.
For any communication to be successful, it must be relevant to what visitors already know and
care about, organized for easy processing, and must make a compelling point (Ham 2007).
Proper wording can make a sign more persuasive (Winter 2006). Signs become more effective
when the desired behavior is explicitly stated in the title of the sign (Hall et al. 2010), and when
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the information is viewed close to the time that the targeted behavior would occur (Ham 2007).
New visitors to a location are typically more likely to be open to messages regarding proper
behavior (Ham et al. 2008). Signage is typically more effective at changing adverse behavior that
is due to carelessness, a lack of skill, or lack of knowledge than behavior that is intentionally
illegal (Winter 2006). In addition, signs containing messages addressing multiple bases for
human behavior, such as conformance to norms, sanction messages, and ethical appeals may be
more effective than signs utilizing only one of these approaches (Widner and Roggenbuck 2000).
Properly designed signage targeted at the correct visitor groups can have a substantial effect on
visitor behavior. In a study by Ham et al., (2008) litter pick-up by visitors to a national park in
Australia increased from 30% of visitors to 44% of visitors (a nearly 50% increase) with new
signage. A study of different wording of messages, designed to reduce visitors walking off-trail
in Sequoia National Park, showed that the most effective message reduced off-trail walking from
30.9% of all visitors to 5.8% (Winter 2006). An important element in the Winter (2006) study is
that the signs did not include any threat of sanction; they simply requested the desired behavior.
Widner and Roggenbuck (2000) compared the effectiveness of three methods of reducing theft
of petrified wood at Petrified Forest National Park and found that all three methods significantly
reduced theft and that the three methods did not differ significantly in their effectiveness. The
methods were a sign, a written pledge, or a uniformed volunteer. All three methods reduced the
frequency of theft by approximately one-third (from 2.1% of visitors to 1.4% of visitors). One
potential explanation for the uniformed volunteer’s similar level of effectiveness to the other
methods of intervention is that the study area was large, and that the volunteer may not have
been visible to all visitors; this situation is analogous to that which would be encountered by
on-water volunteer docents.
Based on the available research, effective signage is typically designed for a specific site. For
example, the design and content of a sign would vary depending on whether it is targeted at new
visitors to a location, or whether it is targeted at visitors who already consider themselves
familiar with a site and its concerns. The former are more likely to read any sign; the latter may
require reminders, but are unlikely to have the patience to read extensive information. Location
of signage is important to make sure that it is visible to the largest possible number of site users
and will be noticed by them. For example, a new sign pertaining to proper food storage to
prevent bear incidents was found to be more effective on a trail than at a well-developed,
heavily-used campground (Ham et al. 2010). There is also research indicating that repeated
exposure to a given message (e.g., increasing the number of signs) increases the effectiveness of
the message (Widner and Roggenbuck 2000).
It is not known how effective specific signage may be in changing the behavior of NMSB users.
The effectiveness of signage will be enhanced by the overall education and public outreach
program, because educated, informed boaters are likely to act more responsibly on the water as
well as at the trailhead. Safe boaters have less need for emergency landings, thus reducing
impacts to sensitive habitat. At a minimum, some percentage of well-intentioned NMSB users
(and other recreationists) who are made aware of their inadvertent effects on wildlife are likely to
change their behavior on the water as well as on land. The mitigation measures do not anticipate,
and the adequacy of the mitigation measures does not require, that all NMSB users change their
behavior in response to educational messages and signage. In the context of this EIR, even if the
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signage is only partially effective, it will operate on all of the WT site users, and not just those
few additional boaters that are using the site as a result of the WT. This point is discussed in
Chapter 3, p. 3-122. The fact that educational materials and signage will be available to all
NMSB users may in fact result in a net benefit to the environment (i.e., a reduction in effects
compared to the baseline). As an example of what even a small degree of improved visitor
behavior can mean, the petrified wood theft study pointed out that reducing theft occurrence
from 2.1% to 1.4% in that national park, which receives 900,000 visitors annually, equates to
6,000 pieces of wood not stolen each year (Widner and Roggenbuck 2000).
Resource agencies recognize the value of signage as a means of protecting sensitive species. For
example, the Snowy Plover Recovery Plan (USFWS 2007) calls for posting signs in areas used
by breeding Western snowy plover, considers installation of signs a “priority 1” effort, and
recognizes signs as one item that can be used to minimize effects of access on snowy plovers.
Furthermore, the Recovery Plan encourages public information and education programs as a
means of obtaining compliance with signage. The Recovery Plan considers public information
and education programs so significant that it includes an appendix (Appendix K) that provides a
prototype for such a program. Thus, WT signage coupled with the education and outreach
program is consistent with USFWS’ approach to minimizing effects on sensitive species.
Wide-spread use of docents would not constitute a feasible mitigation measure because of the
large number of docents required to cover the large expanses of Bay and shoreline that are
expected to be part of the WT. For example, two shifts for two docents per day (4 docents) at
approximately half the potential trailheads (112 Backbone Sites - 57 HOSs = 55) would equate to
4 x 55 or 220 docents per day, or 1,540 per week. Recruiting, training, and scheduling such a
large docent corps would not be feasible due to the cost and administrative burden associated
with implementation of such an effort and the difficulty of recruiting such a large number of
skilled kayakers to be volunteering steadily in this manner. Limited use of docents, whether on
the water or not, could, however, be an effective and feasible mitigation measure for some
specific sites or areas, depending on potential effects identified, and will be determined as part of
the trailhead designation process.
Not designating a site was suggested as a feasible mitigation measure in several comment letters.
As explained in detail in the DREIR, a decision may be made not to designate a site (or, if
necessary, to undesignate a site) if the site owner/manager is unwilling or unable to implement
the necessary mitigation. However, not designating a site, or de-designation of an existing site,
may result in more significant effects to resources at a given site than designating that same site.
Sites that are not part of the WT will not receive the same level of on-going review as WT sites,
nor would they receive the site-specific education and signage benefits that would be provided to
WT sites. Given the high level of use at many existing sites, including some sensitive sites, not
providing the benefits of the WT may result in greater effects to resources than if the site were
designated as part of the WT.
Also, the need for seasonal site closures will be determined as part of the trailhead designation
process, and it will be up to the site owner/manager to decide whether such a closure is
acceptable. If the site owner/manager determines that a seasonal closure is not acceptable, and
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the WT determines that it would be necessary for designation, the site in question would not be
designated as a WT site.
It bears emphasizing that this is a Programmatic EIR for a Plan encompassing the entire San
Francisco Bay. The CEQA Guidelines provide this explanation of the nature of a programmatic
EIR: “[w]here a lead agency is using the tiering process in connection with an EIR for a largescale planning approval, such as a general plan or component thereof ..., the development of
detailed, site-specific information may not be feasible but can be deferred, in many instances,
until such time as the lead agency prepares a future environmental document in connection with
a project of a more limited geographic scale, as long as deferral does not prevent adequate
identification of significant effects of the planning approval at hand.” (CEQA Guidelines, §
15152 (c).) In addition, the courts have recognized that a first tier programmatic EIR may lack
the specificity otherwise anticipated in an EIR: “[t]iering is properly used to defer analysis of
environmental impacts and mitigation measures to later phases when the impacts or mitigation
measures are not determined by the first-tier approval decision but are specific to the later
phases.” Vineyard Area Citizens for Responsible Growth, Inc. v. City of Rancho Cordova (2007)
40 Cal.4th 412, 431.
To the extent that individual WT sites may require the implementation of specialized mitigation
measures due to site-specific circumstances, those measures will be identified from among those
already described in this EIR or another appropriate environmental document.
Deferral of the specifics of mitigation is permissible where the public entity commits itself to
mitigation and lists the alternatives to be considered, analyzed and possibly incorporated into the
project. Defend the Bay v. City of Irvine (2004) 119 Cal.App.4th 1261, 1276. Finally, deferral
may be permitted for kinds of impacts for which mitigation is known to be feasible, but where
practical considerations prohibit devising such measures early in the planning process, in which
case the agency can commit itself to eventually devising measures that will satisfy specific
performance criteria articulated at the time of project approval. Sacramento Old City, supra, 229
Cal.App.3d at 1028-1029.
For the most part, mitigation measures for the potentially significant effects of the WT Plan, as
identified in the DREIR, were not deferred. There were a full range of alternative mitigation
measures that were fully and clearly stated and assessed for each potentially significant impact.
What was deferred was the extent to which any one or more of these mitigation measures might
be made applicable to a given site. That can only be done by a WT site assessment that takes
into account the nature of the site, its location and the particular circumstances that may create
the potential for a significant effect on a given resource.
The following references are added to Chapter 6, Section 6.2:
Hall, Troy E.; Ham, Sam H.; and Lackey, Brenda K. 2010. Comparative Evaluation of the
Attention Capture and Holding Power of Novel Signs Aimed at Park Visitors in Journal of
Interpretation Research. January 1.
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Ham, Sam H. 2007. Can Interpretation Really Make a Difference? Answers to Four Questions
from Cognitive and Behavioral Psychology in Proceedings of the Interpreting World Heritage
Conference, pp. 42 – 52. March.
-------. 2009. From Interpretation to Protection: Is There a Theoretical Basis? in Journal of
Interpretation Research, Volume 14, No. 2, pp. 49 – 57. July 1.
Ham, Sam H.; Weiler, Betty; Brown, Terry; Curtis, Jim; and Poll, Mark. 2008. Asking Visitors
to Help: Research Guide to Strategic Communication for Protected Area Management.
Lackey, Brenda K; Ham, Sam H.; and Hall, Troy E... 2002. Tests of Perceived Risk and
Attention Paying to Bear Safety Signs in Yosemite National Park. December 20.
United States Fish and Wildlife Service. 2007. Recovery Plan for the Pacific Coast Population of
the Western Snowy Plover. August 13.
Widner,C.J., Roggenbuck, J. (2000). Reducing theft of petrified wood at Petrified Forest
National Park. Journal of Interpretation Research, 5(1): 1-18.
Winter, Patricia L. (2006). The Impact of Normative Message Types on Off-Trail Hiking.
Journal of Interpretation Research, 11(1): 35-52.
2.1.4 MASTER COMMENT RESPONSE 4: PROPOSED ADDITIONS OR CHANGES TO THE LIST OF
BACKBONE SITES INCLUDED IN THE WT PLAN
Summary of Comments:
Multiple comment letters suggested specific changes to the list of sites included in the DREIR.
These changes included proposed additions of sites (planned or existing), proposed
reclassification of sites from non-HOS to HOS or vice-versa, corrections to site names and/or
ownership information, a change of status for sites once “planned” but which are now “existing,”
and corresponding changes to figures that include the Backbone Sites. Some comment letters
provided supplemental information on the suitability of certain sites as WT trailheads.
Response:
The Conservancy appreciates the information provided. This information will be incorporated
into the trailhead designation process and future publicly available media, as appropriate. For the
FEIR, only site owner information was corrected. The WT Trail EIR analyzes the draft WT Plan
from 2007, which included a specific set of Backbone Sites, and therefore new sites cannot be
added to the list during the EIR process, nor can the site status be changed from non-HOS to
HOS in the EIR. Similarly, site names were defined in the WT Plan; corrections to site names
and the status of sites as existing or planned will be made in the future (during the trailhead
designation process, which will precede the outreach and publicity effort for each site).
New sites can be added at any time in the future at the request of the site owner/manager, as is
clearly described in the DREIR (see Section 2.3.2). The WT Program anticipates that sites will
continue to be added and information updated throughout the life of the WT. Information
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regarding site ownership was corrected for the following sites: A24 – Jarvis Landing, A27 –
Coyote Hills, A30 – Hayward’s Landing, M30 – San Quentin, and SC2 – Alviso Marina.
2.1.5 MASTER COMMENT RESPONSE 5: RESOURCES FOR AND COORDINATION OF LAW
ENFORCEMENT ACTIVITIES
Summary of Comments:
A number of comment letters expressed concerns about the resources available to local law
enforcement to respond to incidents on the water, and the need for more coordination among
public safety agencies, especially where multiple jurisdictions/agencies could potentially be
available or required to respond. Some comment letters suggested that the WT could provide
resources for law enforcement, such as boats.
Response:
As discussed in the DREIR (Section 2.2.2 and 3.3.2), potential growth in NMSB use attributable
solely to implementation of the WT is expected to be very small compared to the baseline growth
in use attributable to regional population growth and trends in NMSB use. Thus potential
increases in demands on public services, including law enforcement and emergency services,
attributable solely to implementation of the WT are expected to be very small. Nonetheless, the
education and signage program would have a strong safety element, and that education and
signage would be available to all boaters. The WT will draw on expert advice from the U.S.
Coast Guard, Cal Boating, and the Harbor Safety Committee in developing the safety element of
the educational program. Given the extensive focus on safety, increased use of NMSBs
attributable to the WT is not expected to have a significant impact on law enforcement and
emergency response resources, and improved coordination and the safety education and signage
to be provided as part of the WT may help to reduce the burden on law enforcement and
emergency response providers.
In addition, Supplemental Strategy 26 (Appendix H in the DREIR), as revised below, calls for
inclusion of an incident reporting system in the WT program.
26. Navigational Safety
Develop and implement
comprehensive safety
education guidelines,
including minimum content
standards for safety
education, provide safetyoriented signage, and
encourage improved
dissemination of
information on safetyrelated incidents.

Education is a key component of the WT Plan. This strategy
emphasizes the importance of providing consistent, effective
navigational safety information. Safety education for non-motorized
small boat users is currently provided on an ad hoc basis by various
organizations. The proposed guidelines and the minimum content
would ensure that safety training provided by various organizations
would meet a minimum standard. The WT would serve as a
centralized forum for safety-related information so updated safety
information can be provided more easily to the potentially large
number of individuals who provide safety education. The goal of the
safety education program would be to develop a “safety ethic” among
WT users and encourage boaters to report safety-related incidents.
Safety-related signage may be used to remind boaters both about
basic safety principles (e.g., use of PFDs), and to identify potential
safety risks in the vicinity of an access site. Improved reporting and
on-going sharing of information about incidents is an effective means
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of identifying safety concerns (such as facility design issues and
vessel use conflicts) and helping boaters understand the potential
implications of their actions. Improved incident reporting will be
facilitated through the development of a web-based comment
form/reporting system with appropriate links to Cal Boating and the
USCG.
Improved incident reporting would result in more consistent and reliable data, and would help
local and regional law enforcement and emergency response agencies to better plan and prepare
for NMSB-related incidents. Finally, Table 2.4.3-1 (Site Description Components) will be
revised to specifically review the potential for inter-jurisdictional law enforcement or emergency
response concerns (see revised Table 2.4.3-1 at the end of this Comment Response 5).
Although the potential impact of the WT on law enforcement and emergency services is
expected to be less than significant, the authors of this group of comment letters appear to have
identified an existing regional problem regarding interagency and interjurisdictional coordination
of law enforcement and emergency response. Because the WT is a regional program it provides
an opportunity to conduct regional planning. As such, the WT may host a meeting of responsible
agencies to brainstorm ideas, and/or encourage similar types of activities. However, the WT is
not and will not be the appropriate organization to lead and/or implement such an interagency
effort in the long term, and the level of impact potentially resulting from implementation of the
WT does not require any such mitigation. This type of coordination is more appropriately
conducted under the auspices of the Harbor Safety Committee, USCG and/or Cal Boating.
TABLE 2.4.3-1 SITE DESCRIPTION COMPONENTS
Information Category

Types of Information Provided in Site Description

General site information

Location, ownership and manager

Maps, site pictures, plans and/or
drawings (if applicable)

Existing site facilities and features
Habitat areas
Location of various uses on the site
Proximity to other launch and destination sites

Manager’s/owner’s goals for the
site

Site master plans, use plans, general plan policies, and zoning

Use of the site

Boating and non-boating uses
User groups

Description of existing or planned
facilities, and compliance with
pending ADA-ABA Accessible
Guidelines

Launch (type[s] of launch[es] or landing[s])
Current and expected user groups and usage
Parking (amount available for trail-related use, restrictions, fees, drop-off spots, distance
to launch)
Restrooms (number, type)
Other boating-related facilities (such as staging areas, boat storage, or wash stations)
Overnight accommodations
Signage

Education, outreach and
stewardship

Description of existing and planned programs

Description of existing and planned

Maintenance staffing levels
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Information Category

Types of Information Provided in Site Description

site management

Maintenance provided
Level of management (e.g., pick up trash only, or active enforcement of user behavior)

Physical access considerations

Nearby good boating areas
User conflicts
Availability of public transportation;
Security concerns/vandalism

Wildlife and habitat considerations

Nearby harbor seal haul out or other sensitive wildlife or habitat area
Wildlife viewing or interpretive opportunities
Restoration projects at or in the vicinity of the site
Potential for habitat restoration at the site

Safety considerations

Strong currents nearby
Adjacent to a safety exclusion zone
Water quality concerns
Navigational risks
Potential for interjurisdictional or interagency law enforcement and emergency response
concerns

Other existing and/or anticipated
WT-related issues and
opportunities

2.1.6 MASTER COMMENT RESPONSE 6: COMPLEXITY OF TRAILHEAD DESIGNATION PROCESS
AND RELATED CEQA AND PERMIT REQUIREMENTS
Summary of Comments:
A group of comment letters expressed a concern that the trailhead designation process is too
complex and lengthy, and would discourage site owner/manager participation in the WT. These
authors also requested clarification regarding applicability of CEQA to trailhead designation
when only minor activities (e.g., signage) are required. Some authors stated that they believed
that in general, most WT-related activities, including many site improvements, would not be
subject to CEQA or could be performed under a categorical exemption.
Response:
The trailhead designation process described in the DREIR is the same process described in the
WT Plan, and is required as a result of the WT Act. The DREIR provides added detail regarding
how several steps in the trailhead designation process would be accomplished, and clarifies the
CEQA requirements for the lead agency applying for trailhead designation. The process is
orderly and transparent, and has been designed to allow for public input.
As described in the DREIR, a site description would be required for all potential WT trailheads.
The information in the site description would be compiled by WT staff in collaboration with the
site owner/manager and is required for the WT public outreach materials as well as the trailhead
designation process. The contents of the site description are listed in Table 2.4.3-1. The level of
detail required in the sign plan is the same as what would be required to order the signs, so there
is no extraneous work involved in this step. Given that most sites are owned and operated by
public agencies that will already have a management plan for their public parks, the information
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needed for the site description should be very easy to provide to WT staff, who will compile the
information into a report format. Trailhead plans will be compiled in a similar manner, with the
leadership and assistance of WT staff. They are an extension of a site description plan and their
development should be straight-forward for any publicly-owned site.
Regarding CEQA, the WT Environmental Effects Checklist (Appendix E of the WT DREIR)
would be used to identify sites that 1) do not pose any potential resource impacts, or 2)
potentially pose the resource impacts identified and addressed by mitigation in the EIR, or 3)
present potential resource impacts not identified in the WT EIR. Use of this checklist would
constitute adequate CEQA documentation for sites in the first two groups described above. For
sites from the second group, mitigation measures would be applied as already described in the
DREIR and appropriate to the site. Cumulative impacts have also already been addressed in the
DREIR. Impacts from minor activities such as signage are addressed in the DREIR.
If the WT EIR does not address the resource issues presented by a site-specific project (the third
group above) and that project has already been assessed under another agency’s CEQA
documentation, the Conservancy may be able to use that agency’s existing CEQA document as
the basis for its trailhead designation decisions. (The Conservancy would still have to make its
own findings on that CEQA document as a responsible agency before the final designation
decision could be made by the PMT.) If neither the WT programmatic EIR nor another existing
CEQA document provides appropriate mitigation measures for a specific site, then the lead
agency for the site may “tier off” of the WT EIR with an addendum or other CEQA document
that will provide the extra analysis and any additional mitigation measures needed.
2.1.7 MASTER COMMENT RESPONSE 7: CEQA SIGNIFICANCE THRESHOLDS
Summary of Comments:
Several comment letters included comments suggesting that the significance criteria used in the
DREIR were faulty – either too stringent or too vague, and that in one case they did not follow
established CEQA guidance regarding the development of significance criteria.
Response:
The guiding principle in determining whether or not a particular environmental effect is
“significant” is provided in CEQA Guidelines § 15064: “The determination of whether a project
may have a significant effect on the environment calls for careful judgment on the part of the
public agency involved, based to the extent possible on scientific and factual data.”
In the absence of adopted significance thresholds or mandatory findings of significance under
Guidelines §15065, wide discretion is given to the lead agency to determine “significance” of an
environmental effect under this standard. So long as the determination is supported by
substantial evidence in light of the record as a whole, the lead agency is given wide latitude.
The mere assertion that the “threshold” used by the lead agency to determine significance is “too
low” or “too high” need not be given credence, in the absence of scientific or factual data to
support those views. “Argument, speculation, unsubstantiated opinion or narrative, or evidence
that is clearly inaccurate or erroneous, or evidence that is not credible, shall not constitute
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substantial evidence. Substantial evidence shall include facts, reasonable assumptions predicated
upon facts, and expert opinion support by facts.” Guidelines § 15064(f)(5).
In fact, the majority of the significance criteria used in the DREIR are taken directly from
Appendix G of the CEQA Guidelines (the CEQA checklist), including one of the significance
criteria that was criticized as being too vague.
2.1.8 MASTER COMMENT RESPONSE 8: CEQA ANALYSIS ISSUES
Summary of Comments:
Several comment letters raised issues with the CEQA process and analysis as performed in this
document. The comments generally fell into the following categories:
1. Assertions that the WT EIR is incorrectly defining the baseline for the project. Specific
comments included:
o Most construction activities should be considered part of the baseline and should
be categorically exempt.
o CEQA review for most designation decisions should be limited.
2. Several statements that the delay caused by the WT and the trailhead designation process
constitutes an adverse impact under CEQA because the benefits of implementing the WT
are delayed
3. Disagreements with the estimated growth in NMSB use associated with the
implementation of the WT, including:
o The projected growth estimate is too low and document should include a
reasonable worst case scenario in terms of growth.
o The projected growth estimate is inaccurate or inconsistently applied.
o The projected growth estimate is too high.
Response:
1. Under CEQA, a project baseline is defined as the conditions that are in existence at the
time the Notice of Preparation is issued, and also includes projected growth in activities
that would occur absent the project (e.g., for a traffic analysis, the project’s contribution
to the expected increase in traffic is the potential impact evaluated; the evaluation does
not include all growth in traffic). The baseline for the WT is structured the same way: the
document analyzes the growth in NMSB use and associated facilities that may occur as a
result of the implementation of the WT. However, the WT Plan in its entirety applies to
all sites that may choose to join the WT, whether this site may or may not have chosen to
construct new facilities absent the WT. The fact that a potential WT site may have chosen
to construct new facilities or upgrade existing facilities absent the WT, and that some of
those activities may have qualified for a categorical exemption is not relevant to the
CEQA review required pursuant to the WT Plan.
It should be noted, however, that CEQA review of individual sites conducted pursuant to
the WT may be streamlined by tiering off of the EIR, and for many sites, the review will
consist simply of verifying through a checklist approach that the impacts for that site
have been considered and are adequately mitigated by the measures already identified
and analyzed in this EIR. Sites with potentially more significant construction-related
impacts would likely also have had to undergo more detailed CEQA review had they not
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been included in the WT. The primary difference between the status quo for CEQA
review and the level of CEQA review that would be conducted pursuant to
implementation of the WT is that the WT recognizes the potential regional effects of
minor impacts occurring at a larger number of WT sites. Thus, potential impacts that
would not be considered significant if only one site is considered may be significant if
100 sites are considered. This situation is similar to the case of a housing development:
while obtaining permission to build a single home is typically a ministerial action by an
agency, if a developer requests permission to construct 100 homes, CEQA review would
normally be required.
2. Not implementing a project does not constitute an impact under CEQA. While not
implementing a protective action could result in effects to the environment, by definition,
no action cannot create an impact. Thus, while not implementing the WT may result in
delays in the benefits that would result from implementing the WT, the delays do not
create an impact under CEQA.
3. For this EIR, a major challenge was to forecast the future overall increase in non–
motorized small boating on the Bay and the increase in such boating activity potentially
attributable to the implementation of the Water Trail Plan. The drafters of the EIR have
undertaken an exhaustive search for and review of the relevant available information and
data that can be found on non-motorized small boat use on the Bay. The DREIR presents
that information and includes a full and complete explanation of the reasoned analysis of
that information that was used to reach its central conclusions on this issue. Guidelines
§15151 provides that the “sufficiency of an EIR is to be reviewed in the light of what is
reasonably feasible” and that “the courts have looked not for perfection but for adequacy,
completeness, and a good faith effort at full disclosure.” In a similar vein, Guidelines
§15144 observes that: “Drafting an EIR ... necessarily involves some degree of
forecasting ...” and while “foreseeing the unforeseeable is not possible an agency must
use its best efforts to find out and disclose all that it reasonably can.” [Emphasis added].

2.2

Responses to Comments from Federal, State, and Local
Agencies

2.2.1 RESPONSES TO COMMENTS FROM THE UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR
– UNITED STATES FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE (USFWS)
Comment USFWS-1
Response: Please see Master Comment Response 1.
Comment USFWS-2
Response: Please see Master Comment Response 2.
Comment USFWS-3
Response: Please see Master Comment Response 3.
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Comment USFWS-4
Response: The sign guidelines to be developed for the WT Program will be consistent
with Shoreline Spaces: Public Access Design Guidelines for the San Francisco Bay (BCDC,
2005a) and Shoreline Signs: Public Access Signage Guidelines (BCDC, 2005b). Topics relevant
to the Water Trail and marsh locations, but not covered in these two documents, will be included
in supplemental WT sign guidance.
Chapter 6, Section 6.2, page 6-17 following the entry for San Francisco Bay Conservation and
Development Commission (BCDC) is revised as follows:
--------. 2005a. Shoreline Spaces: Public Access Design Guidelines for the San Francisco Bay.
April.
--------. 2005b. Shoreline Signs: Public Access Signage Guidelines. August.
Comment USFWS-5
Response: The first sentence under Section E.2 is revised to read: The San Francisco Bay
Area Water Trail project would implement the Water Trail Plan through a trailhead designation
process designed to support improved and safer non-motorized small boat (NMSB) access to San
Francisco Bay, and protection of environmental resources through careful consideration of
potential impacts related to implementation of the Plan.
Comment USFWS-6
Response: Comment noted.
Comment USFWS-7
Response: Comment noted. The document uses the term “salt ponds” to refer to areas
that are or were diked off from tidal action for the purpose of harvesting salt. Many of these
areas are no longer active salt ponds.
Comment USFWS-8
Response: Comment noted. This information will be incorporated into the education,
signage, and public outreach programs. It is currently noted on p. 3-38 as a potential navigational
safety issue. Further, Mitigation Measure Bio-M12 (p. 3-145 ) includes the following provision:
To further discourage landings in sensitive habitat, educational materials shall also remind
boaters about the possibility of becoming stuck at low tide if they pull out in the marsh.
Comment USFWS-9
Response: See Master Comment Response 4.
Comment USFWS-10
Response: See Master Comment Response 5.
Comment USFWS-11
Response: The site owner/manager has control over whether a site is added to the WT. If
a site owner/manager chose not to participate, the site would not be included in any WT
materials (maps, website info, brochures, etc.). Similarly, if a site owner/manager initially
chooses to participate, but then determines that s/he lacks the resources to maintain/manage the
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trailhead, the site owner/manager could request undesignation as a WT site to be removed from
published materials. In addition to decisions made by the site owner/manager, the WT program
also includes regular reviews of trailheads to ensure that they continue to meet the requirements
of the WT. Should a trailhead fail to meet the criteria, and the site owner/manager is unable to, or
refuses to make the necessary changes, the site may be undesignated by the PMT.
Comment USFWS-12
Response: This category is the same as the category entitled “Non-Governmental
Environmental and Wildlife Protection Organizations” on page 2-49. This Advisory Committee
representative will complement the agencies charged with wildlife protection as part of their
mission (USFWS, DFG, NPS, State Parks, and other public agencies) that are also represented
on the Advisory Committee. The list of Advisory Committee Members on page 2-50 is revised to
read:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Accessibility expert
Bay Access, Inc.
California Association of Harbor Masters and Port Captains
DFG
State Parks
County or local parks
East Bay Regional Parks District
Hospitality industry
Outfitter/tour guide
NPS
Save the Bay
USCG
USFWS
Non-governmental wWildlife and habitat protection organization

Comment USFWS-13
Response: The third paragraph on page 2-56 is revised as follows:
For potential WT sites located on federal lands, or managed by a federal agency, the federal
agency would be required to comply with NEPA and conduct endangered species consultation in
accordance with section 7 of the Endangered Species Act, as amended (16 U.S.C. 1531 et seq.)
with respect to the designation or improvement of a WT site. Similarly, for sites requiring a
discretionary federal permit, the federal permitting agency would have to comply with NEPA for
the project elements subject to the permit, and conduct endangered species consultation. The
Final Programmatic EIR for the WT may be used by the federal agency as a source document in
undertaking environmental assessment or more detailed review under NEPA of the proposed
designation or other activity related to the WT site.
Comment USFWS-14
Response: Comment noted. While it is correct that the status of many of the salt ponds
has changed since the publication of the map that forms the basis of this figure, a more up to date
map is not readily available, and the map used in this figure is the best available option. No
changes have been made to the figure.
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Comment USFWS-15
Response: Because the dates for the waterfowl hunting season change each year, it is not
feasible to revise permanently posted signs each season. Instead, WT signs will include a website
address with links to current hunting information. Many WT sites would provide access to areas
where hunting may occur, assuming a NMSB could travel four miles from the launch site.
However, contrary to the comment made, the majority of the Bay’s (i.e., all of San Francisco
Bay, not just the South Bay) navigable waterways are not open to hunting throughout the season.
Mitigation Measure Rec-M4C will be revised as follows:
MITIGATION MEASURE REC-M4C: SAFETY SIGNAGE
Signage at trailhead locations within four miles of areas currently open to hunting shall include
language that alerts NMSB users to the specific areas open to hunting (including dates) to help
enable NMSB users to avoid these areas during the hunting season. A website address with
linked information about specific seasonal dates and related safety information shall also be
provided in the sign or other media at such sites.
Comment USFWS-16
Response: As stated in the text, they typically would be considered jurisdictional (as long
as they meet the criteria for a wetland or other water of the U.S.).
Comment USFWS-17
Response: Comment noted.
Comment USFWS-18
Response: Comment noted. As also stated in the comment, this concept is discussed in
more detail within this section.
Comment USFWS-19
Response: Mediterranean saltwort (Salsola soda) is the 11th entry in this table.
Comment USFWS-20
Response: Comment noted.
Comment USFWS-21
Response: Comment noted.
Comment USFWS-22
Response: Item three of Mitigation Measure Bio-M3 is revised as follows:
3. Trailhead owners/managers shall annually inspect trailhead locations for the development of
new informal trail networks emanating from trailheads. If new informal trails extend into
wetlands or other native shoreline vegetation, they shall be closed by placement of symbolic
fencing and signage restricting access across vegetation. Inspections shall be conducted
annually, or more frequently as determined by the sensitivity of the trailhead and the level of
use occurring at the trailhead.
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Please also see Master Comment Response 2.
Comment USFWS-23
Response: The text on p. 3-93 is reworded as suggested.
WATERBIRD USE OF SAN FRANCISCO ESTUARY: SEASONALITY AND ABUNDANCE
The season of peak use for all waterbirds combined is November through mid-March (Takekawa
et al. 2000, Avocet Research Associates 2009); however, timing is highly somewhat variable
year-to-year and some species may peak in abundance in early during fall migration (e.g.,
October) and others during spring migration (e.g., or late March).
Comment USFWS-24
Response: The references to unpublished and published (the Waterbirds paper) data are
appreciated. The public is referred to the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, U.S. Geological Survey
(USGS), and the San Francisco Bay Bird Observatory (SFBBO) if they wish to review these
documents.
Comment USFWS-25
Response: Comment noted. This information is provided on page 3-98.
Comment USFWS-26
Response: Comment noted. See Comment USFWS-24 response above regarding
unpublished manuscripts. The text for the “Wading Birds” bullet point on page 3-94 is revised as
follows:
• Wading Birds. This guild includes egrets, herons, and night herons that utilize emergent
marsh, marsh edge, and shallow open water habitats. These birds generally do not breed
inside marshes, instead forming nesting colonies in trees. generally form nesting colonies
in trees, but significant colonies of night herons, green herons, and to a lesser extent,
snowy and great egrets, nest in slough channels in bulrush-type vegetation in the estuary.
Within the salt/managed pond system, great blue herons also nest on duck blinds and
other structures.
Comment USFWS-27
Response: Comment noted.
The 2nd to last bullet on p3-94 is corrected as follows
• Gulls, Terns, and Skimmers. This guild includes gulls, terns, and skimmers that nest
within the Estuary, including Forster’s tern (Sterna forsteri), Caspian tern (Sterna caspia),
California least tern (Sterna antillarum browni), black skimmer (Rhynchops niger),
Although this guild includes many species of gulls, California gull (Larus californicus),
and western gull (Larus occidentalis). are the sole species discussed in this EIR.
The text on page 3-99 is revised as follows:
CALIFORNIA GULLS, TERNS, AND SKIMMERS
Forster’s terns, Caspian terns, California least terns, black skimmers, California gulls, and
western gulls all breed within the Estuary. Forster’s terns nest in small colonies, primarily on
islands in managed ponds but also in marshes, throughout the Bay Area. Caspian terns also nest
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on islands and levees within managed ponds, though most Bay-area-nesting Caspian terns nest
on Brooks Island near Richmond. Most California least terns in the Estuary nest in a colony at
the former Alameda Naval Air Station, where nearly 400 pairs breed (Elliott et al. 2007 1 ). In
addition, smaller colonies occasionally form in other Bay-area locations; currently, the two
largest of these satellite colonies are near Montezuma Slough in Solano County, where up to 50
birds nested in 2010 (Rogers et al. 2010 2 ), and the Napa Plant Site in Napa County, where 47
nests were recorded in 2010 (K. Taylor, DFG, pers. comm. 2010). Small numbers of black
skimmers have nested in managed ponds and wetlands in South San Francisco Bay since 1993.
Based on reports to North American Birds by regional editors over the past several years, up to
15 pairs likely breed in the Estuary, all in the South Bay.
California gull nesting was recorded in the Estuary for the first time in 1980. Colonies are
concentrated in the South Bay salt ponds and at the former Alameda Naval Air Station (NAS).
There are no known colonies in the North Bay (Ryan 2000a). They are the most abundant
colonial nesting waterbird in the Estuary with 22,718 nests counted in the South Bay in 2008
(Schacter et al. 2008) and an estimated total of 46,800 breeding gulls (Ackerman et al. 2009).
Western gulls nesting inside San Francisco Bay breed primarily on rocky islands (such as
Alcatraz Island) in the Central Bay, though smaller numbers of pairs breed throughout the
Estuary. Nests are clustered on salt pond levees and artificial islands in or near salt ponds and
are vulnerable to mammalian predators in years when water levels recede before nesting is
completed (Ryan 2000a). The nesting season is spring, with hatches in late May or early June.
Roosting occurs on salt pond levees.
Comment USFWS-28
Response: The text on p. 3-95 is revised as follows:
Diving Waterfowl
Diving waterfowl include diving ducks, grebes such as the western grebe (Aechmophorus
occidentalis), Clark’s grebe (Aechmophorus clarkii) and eared grebe (Podiceps nigricollis),
double-crested cormorants (Phalacrocorax auritus), and pelicans.
Comment USFWS-29
Response: Comment noted.
Comment USFWS-30
Response: The Conservancy concurs with the FWS comment, but the Wading Birds
section was intended to focus on colonial species. The text is modified as follows:
Five species of large wading birds regularly nest in or around the Estuary shoreline: snowy egret
(Egretta thula), great egret (Ardea alba), great blue heron (Ardea herodias), green heron
(Butorides virescens), and black-crowned night heron (Nycticorax nycticorax).

1

Elliott, M. L., R. Hurt, and W. J. Sydeman. 2007. Breeding biology and status of the California least tern Sterna
antillarum browni at Alameda Point, San Francisco Bay, California. Waterbirds 30:317-325.
2
Rogers, M. M., J. N. Davis, E. R. Pandolfino, and S. C. Rottenborn. 2010. Northern California. Summer 2010
Regional Report for North American Birds (in press).
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Comment USFWS-31
Response: See revisions to text as shown in response to comment USFWS-27.
Comment USFWS-32
Response: The table is modified as shown below.
TABLE 3.8.2-2. SENSITIVE BIRDS AND EXISTING LEVELS OF POTENTIAL DISTURBANCE
Name

Listing
Status

Ecology and Bay Area Distribution

Existing Potential for Interaction
with NMSBs

American bittern
(Botaurus lentiginosus)

CDFG:
Special
Animals

Sparsely distributed in low densities in
large patches of emergent monocot
vegetation. More common in the fresher
portions of the Bay and the northern
reaches.

Low. Habitat preference and patchy
distribution isolates this species from
frequent contact with NMSBs

American peregrine
falcon
(Falco peregrinus
anatum)

Delisted
(ESA [1999]
and CESA
[2009]);
FP

Year-round resident widely distributed
around the Bay. Nests on bridges, towers,
and buildings, often at bay edge. Forages
primarily on waterfowl, shorebirds, and
pigeons.

Low. Nest sites tend to be located
inaccessibly and distant enough from
water to avoid disturbance from
NMSBs

Black oystercatcher
(Haematopus
bachmani)

CDFG:
Special
Animals
nest sites

Present in small numbers in San
Francisco Bay year-round, and nests in
small numbers on rocky outcrops,
abandoned wharfs and barges, and jetties,
usually in inaccessible locations. Known
nesting locations in the Estuary include
Red Rock and Marin Islands in the
Central Bay and Oyster Cove Pier in the
South Bay.

Low to moderate. There are few nests
and they are widely distributed around
the Bay shore. Cryptic nests are
typically located on substrate at the
water’s edge (rock jetties etc.), which
places them close to probable travel
routes of NMSBs.

California black rail
(Laterallus jamaicensis
coturniculus)

ST, FP

Resident population is confined almost
entirely to San Pablo and Suisun Bays
and restricted to the tidal and brackish
marsh vegetation.

Low. Habitat tends to be away from
the immediate edges of tidal channels;
nest sites cryptic and obscured by
dense vegetation.

California brown
pelican (Pelecanus
occidentalis
californicus)

Delisted
(ESA [2009]
and CESA
[2009]). Will
require
monitoring
for five
years.

Visitor to San Francisco Bay in nonbreeding season, from May through
November; forages in shallow nearshore
waters. Flocks move throughout the more
marine portions of the estuary system as
the availability of prey shifts; however,
there are some traditional roost sites in
the vicinity of Fisherman’s Wharf,
Alcatraz Island, Alameda Point jetty, and
Fort Cronkite, Sausalito.

Moderate. Some roost sites are
located near high human activity
centers including docks, piers, and
breakwaters and sand spits. NMSBs
are likely to flush roosting birds at
~50 m., especially from low-lying
roost sites.

FP
California clapper rail
(Rallus longirostris
obsoletus)

FE, SE, FP

Resident in SF Bay with entire population
restricted to tidal marshlands of San
Pablo, Central, and South Bays. Sloughs
and channels along the Bay shore provide
critical habitat with birds occupying
vegetated marsh along the full range of
tidal influence (see Figure 3.8.2-2).

Moderate to high. NMSBs may enter
tidal sloughs and channels. Rails
forage along channel slopes and nests
tend to be associated with the
headward extent of channels.

California least tern
(Sterna antillarum
browni)

FE, SE, FP

Active nesting sites are located at
Alameda Naval Air Station, Montezuma
Slough (Solano County), Pittsburg power
plant (Contra Costa Co.), Napa Plant Site

Low to moderate, depending on
season. Colonies are located away
from expected watercraft
thoroughfares and typically on
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TABLE 3.8.2-2. SENSITIVE BIRDS AND EXISTING LEVELS OF POTENTIAL DISTURBANCE
Name

Listing
Status

Ecology and Bay Area Distribution

Existing Potential for Interaction
with NMSBs

(Napa Co.), and Montezuma Slough
wetlands (Solano Co.); these locations are
shown in Figure 3.8.2-3 They have also
nested historically at Oakland Airport and
Bair Island.

protected properties where access is
restricted. Overlap between NMSB
routes and tern foraging habitat along
the East Bay shoreline in summer
(April-August) is likely.

Caspian tern
(Hydroprogne caspia)

CDFG:
Special
Animals
nesting
colonies

Active nesting colonies of Caspian tern
are located at Knight Island, Brooks
Island, Coyote Hills, Alviso, Hayward
Shoreline, former Alameda NAS, and
Ravenswood Open Space Reserve.

Low to moderate. Most colonies are
relatively inaccessible or remote.
Colonies on islands could be
accessible to NMSB users, such as at
Brooks Island, which is protected only
by signage. Roosting sites and
foraging areas may overlap with
NMSB use areas.

Colonial nesting
wading birds: snowy
egret (Egretta thula),
great egret (Ardea
alba), great blue heron
(Ardea herodius), and
black-crowned night
heron (Nycticorax
nycticorax)

CDFG:
Special
Animals
Rookery
sites

Colonial wading birds choose nesting
sites for their isolation from intruders and
their proximity to wetland feeding areas.
Nesting sites are generally located in
groves of trees or dense stands of
shrubbery close to the Bay shore. May
also nest in marsh vegetation and tidal
creeks. On islands or other inaccessible
sites, nests of night-herons, in particular,
may be on the ground. Distribution of
nesting sites around the Bay has been
thoroughly documented in Kelly et al.
2006 (see Figure 3.8.2-4).

Moderate. Many colonies are located
in trees or other inaccessible
structures. Colonies on islands could
be accessible to NMSB users. Some
sites are protected and patrolled (e.g.,
Alcatraz Island). Others are protected
only by signage (e.g., Brooks Island).
Roosting sites and foraging areas may
overlap with NMSB use areas.

Double-crested
cormorant
(Phalacrocorax
auritus)

CDFG:
Special
Animals
Rookery
sites

A common colonial nesting waterbird in
the Bay; major colonies are located at the
Napa Sonoma Marshes Wildlife Area
near Napa, in the Central Bay on the
Richmond and Oakland-Bay bridges, and
in the South Bay on the Dumbarton
Bridge. Large foraging flocks move in
and out of the Bay, often over deeper
water, as prey availability shifts.

Low to moderate. Nesting colonies
are mostly high, on man-made
structures. Roosting sites and foraging
area may overlap with NMSB use
areas.

Elegant tern
(Thalasseus elegans)

CDFG:
Special
Animals
(nesting
colony)

The elegant tern roosts in large flocks
during migration (July-Sept) along sand
spits, levees, breakwaters, islets, and
other shoreline features. It does not yet
nest in the Bay (but its distribution is
expanding northward).

Moderate. Roosting flocks may
occasionally be present in areas used
by NMSBs, especially sandbars,
jetties, islands, and low-lying flats.

Forster’s tern (Sterna
forsteri)

CDFG:
Special
Animals
Nesting
colonies

Forster’s terns nest in many of the same
locations as California least tern, snowy
plover, and California gull, and often
roost on undisturbed Bay beaches, jetties,
etc. In the North Bay, Forster’s tern
nesting sites are associated with the Napa
River salt ponds, notably at Russ Island,
Knight Island, and White Slough.
Numbers are higher in the South Bay
where several dozen sites are associated
with the Dumbarton (Ravenswood),
Baumberg (Eden Landing), Coyote Hills,
Hayward Shoreline, and Turk Island

Low to moderate. Colony locations
are mostly inaccessible and protected,
though incipient colonies may be
prone to inadvertent disturbance.
Roosting sites and foraging areas may
overlap with NMSB use areas.
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TABLE 3.8.2-2. SENSITIVE BIRDS AND EXISTING LEVELS OF POTENTIAL DISTURBANCE
Name

Listing
Status

Ecology and Bay Area Distribution

Existing Potential for Interaction
with NMSBs

ponds (Ryan 2000b).
Least bittern
(Ixobrychus exilis)

BSSC

Very rare inhabitant of fresh to brackish
marshes with dense emergent monocot
vegetation. More likely to occur in Delta
than San Francisco Bay proper.

Low. Rarity of species and habitat
preference reduces the risk of
interaction.

Western burrowing owl
(Athene cunicularia
hypugaea)

CDFG:
BSSC

Burrowing owls occur in lowlands and at
the edge of tidal wetlands, especially in
the non-breeding season. Typical nesting
habitat consists of sparsely vegetated
levees, especially where cavities in
rubble, debris, rip-rap, or mammal
burrows occur. This species is largely
extirpated from former breeding sites
around the Bay. Nearly all of the
remaining nesting burrowing owls in the
Bay area are between Palo Alto and the
Fremont-Newark area of the South Bay
(Trulio 2000). The only sites that support
viable breeding populations are the
NASA Ames Research Center and the
San Jose Airport (Townsend and Lenihan
2007).

Low. Nesting sites are located away
from water’s edge. Winter roost sites
may be in rip-rap of seawalls or levee
berms (e.g., Cesar Chavez Park,
Berkeley) and could be encountered by
watercraft that approach close to these
features.

Western snowy plover
(Charadrius
alexandrinus nivosus)

FT
BSSC

SF Bay contains an estimated
5-10 percent of the nesting western
snowy plovers in California (Page et al.
2000, USFWS 2007). Most nesting in San
Francisco Bay is associated with
emergent or dry salt pond beds, or
sometimes levee roads. Breeding
locations in the Estuary at Eden Landing
Ecological Reserve/ Baumberg North, salt
ponds at Oliver Salt Ponds, Dumbarton
Salt Ponds, Warm Springs, Alviso, and
Ravenswood. In the North Bay nesting
occurs at Ponds 7 and 7A in the Napa
Sonoma Marshes Wildlife Area and at the
Montezuma Slough Wetland Restoration
site (see Figure 3.8.2-3).

Moderate. Nest sites are mostly on
access-limited sites or in pans away
from watercourses. Nests on levees
adjacent to sloughs and open baylands
may be encountered by NMSB users.
Roosting sites and foraging areas may
overlap with NMSB use areas. (See
text for prescriptions in the 2007
Recovery Plan.)

FE —Federally listed endangered
FT —Federally listed threatened
SE —California state listed endangered species
ST—California state listed threatened
FP—State Fully Protected
CDFG Special Animals (July 2009)
BSSC — California Bird Species of Special Concern (2008)
References:
Shuford,W.D. and T. Gardali. Eds. 2008
CDFG Special Animals (July 2009)— http://www.dfg.ca.gov/biogeodata/cnddb/pdfs/spanimals.pdf
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Comment USFWS-33
Response: Comment noted. No changes to the figure are proposed. A more detailed
evaluation of near-by sensitive species habitat and nesting locations used by sensitive species
will be conducted as part of the trailhead designation process for each proposed WT site.
Comment USFWS-34
Response: Comment noted. The USFWS service designated recovery units in 2005. The
recovery units identified, among other items, specific areas where Western Snowy Plover nesting
had been recorded, and these locations are shown on the figure. No changes to the figure are
proposed.
Comment USFWS-35
Response: See response to comment USFWS-33.
Comment USFWS-36
Response: Marin Islands was added to Table 3.8.2-2 as a nesting location (see response
to Comment USFWS-32, above).
Comment USFWS-37
Response: The text is corrected as follows:
CALIFORNIA BLACK RAIL
The California black rail is state-threatened under the California Endangered Species Act and
was formerly classified as a Category 1 taxon by USFWS, a candidate for federal listing as
threatened. It is also included on the CDFG list of Fully Protected animals. The bulk of the
western population (>90 percent) is confined to the remnant emergent tidal marshlands of the
Bay (Evens et al. 1991, Evens and Nur 2002). The black rail is resident in the Bay. Vegetation at
and above mean higher high water (MHHW) is a necessary habitat feature, providing refuge
from predation for the birds during periods of extremely high tides (Evens and Page 1986, Trulio
and Evens 2000). The breeding population in the Bay is confined almost entirely to San Pablo
and Suisun Bays (Figure 3.8.2-2). Black rail populations are highly dynamic, and abundance
estimates are somewhat theoretical. The most recent estimate is of a population size range from
4000-7200 individuals in each of the two subregions (Evens and Nur 2002). The most valuable
marshlands to rails are fully tidal and encompass dendritic networks of sloughs and channels
which provide core habitat for nesting and foraging and therefore are of critical importance to
rails.
Comment USFWS-38
Response: The text is corrected as follows:
DOUBLE-CRESTED CORMORANT
CDFG removed the double-crested cormorant from its list of BSSC, but it is still on the CDFG’s
list of special animals out of concern for rookery sites. Since the 1970s, the double-crested
cormorant has nested in small numbers around the Estuary, especially on transmission towers,
bridges, snags and occasionally trees. It is a colonial nesting waterbird, now common in the
Estuary, and major colonies are located at the Napa Sonoma Marshes Wildlife Area (Napa
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County), in the Central Bay on the Richmond and Oakland-Bay bridges, on transmission towers
in Steinberger Slough (Bair Island), in the ponds adjacent to Stevens Creek, and in the South Bay
on the Dumbarton Bridge (Ainley 2000). The double-crested cormorant forages in flocks on
open water and is regularly in the Estuary year-round. It is more common, however, in winter.
Comment USFWS-39
Response: Comment noted. No changes to the figure are proposed. A more detailed
evaluation of near-by sensitive species habitat including nesting locations used by sensitive
species will be conducted as part of the trailhead designation process for each proposed WT site.
The figure reference in the text is corrected as follows:
WESTERN SNOWY PLOVER
The Pacific coastal population of western snowy plover is federally threatened (03/05/1993), a
California BSSC, and a federal bird of conservation concern. Critical habitat was designated on
September 29, 2005; a recovery plan was published on September 24, 2007. The number of adult
plovers in San Francisco Bay declined from a high of 351 in 1977/80 to 99 in 2006,
approximately seven percent of the species’ California population. San Francisco Bay contains
an estimated 5-10 percent of the nesting western snowy plovers in California (Page et al. 2000,
USFWS 2007) (Figure 3.8.2-23). The goal of recovery is 500 breeding adults in San Francisco
Bay (USFWS 2007). A Bay-wide survey in 2009 indicated the presence of approximately 147
adults 3 .
Comment USFWS-40
Response: The referenced text is corrected as follows:
3.8.4 REGULATORY SETTING
FEDERAL REGULATIONS AND PLANS
Federal regulations described in Section 3.7 of this document - Sections 7, 9, and 10 of the
Endangered Species Act, Section 404 of the Clean Water Act, and Executive Order 11990 - also
apply to the protection of birds. The Comprehensive Conservation Plans (CCPs) being prepared
for the San Pablo Bay NWR and Don Edwards San Francisco Bay NWR will also address birds.
In addition, the following other text sections are corrected as shown:
Page 3-23, 2nd bullet list:
In addition to specific routes of travel, there are also certain popular paddling areas in the project
area. These include:
• China Camp Shoreline, Marin County
• Newark Slough, Don Edwards San Francisco Bay NWRSF Bay National Wildlife Refuge

3

http://www.fws.gov/arcata/es/birds/WSP/documents/2009%20Pacific%20Coast%20breeding%20SNPL%20survey.
pdf
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Page 3-57, 1st full paragraph
RURAL OPEN SPACE / AGRICULTURAL
Visually undeveloped open space lands along the Bay edge are largely confined to San Pablo
Bay, the vicinity of Suisun Marsh, and sections of the South Bay including the Coyote Hills
Regional Park and the Don Edwards San Francisco Bay NWRNational Wildlife Refuge. Much of
these areas are marshland, or wetland with sloughs and levees and, in the south Bay, salt ponds.
A few of these areas have sandy or pebble beaches. The adjacent uplands may have trails or
other recreational facilities, but these are visually subordinate to the vastness of the Bay and its
margins. These landscapes are not dominated by prominent structures.
Page 3-184, 1st full paragraph
Sites in the North Bay are typically in marinas, parks, and wildlife refuges. Sites located along
the East Bay range from parks (e.g., A5, Shorebird Park, Emeryville) and marinas (e.g., A2,
Berkeley Marina Ramp) to commercial areas (A9, Jack London Square/CCK) and salt ponds
(A24 Jarvis Landing, Newark). A large portion of the southern Bay margin falls within the Don
Edwards San Francisco Bay NWRNational Wildlife Refuge (including SM25, Corkscrew Slough
Viewing Platform, Redwood City and A24 Jarvis Landing, Newark). On the western shore of the
Bay, sites are located adjacent to parks (SF2, India Basin Shoreline Park, San Francisco),
marinas (SM6, Docktown Marina, Redwood City), commercial areas (SF10, Aquatic Park, San
Francisco), and industrialized areas (SF1, Candlestick Point State Recreation Area).
Page 185, 2nd to last full paragraph:
USFWS manages areas proposed for three Backbone Sites in National Wildlife Refuges. Two of
these ( SM25, Corkscrew Slough Viewing Platform, Redwood City; and A24, Jarvis Landing,
Newark) are part of Don Edwards San Francisco Bay NWR National Wildlife Refuge, which
encompasses land both north and south of the Dumbarton Bridge and around the shoreline of the
South Bay (USFWS 2003). The Jarvis Landing site is co-managed with the salt producer,
Cargill. Site A27, Coyote Hills, is on an Alameda County Flood Control District levee, outside
of the Don Edwards San Francisco Bay NWR National Wildlife Refuge. It is managed by the
East Bay Regional Park District (EBRPD). An additional site is planned for the San Pablo Bay
NWR at the southwest corner of the Cullinan Ranch site, immediately north of Highway 37, but
due to the timing of the planning process, this site was not included in the WT Plan.
[For the above paragraph, please also see revisions pursuant to USFWS Comment 60.]
Comment USFWS-41
Response: Comment noted. The document provides the definition for incidental take and
then expands on the definition of the term “harass” as follows: “Harass means “an intentional or
negligent act or omission which creates the likelihood of injury to wildlife by annoying it to such
an extent as to significantly disrupt normal behavioral patterns which include, but are not limited
to, breeding, feeding, or sheltering. 4 ” (see p. 3-7). Educational materials for the WT will inform
WT users that disturbance of birds may also be considered incidental take. The DREIR addresses
the need to minimize disturbance, and therefore addresses the potential incidental take associated
with implementation of the WT. As with other potential impacts associated with implementation
4

50 C.F.R 17.3
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of the WT, it is important to remember that the potential increase in use associated solely with
the implementation of the WT (as opposed to population growth and other demographic factors)
is likely to be small, and therefore the potential for disturbance due solely to the implementation
of the WT is also likely to be small. Furthermore, the educational program will be available to all
NMSB users as well as other users of the WT trailheads, and thus may contribute to a net
reduction in disturbance compared to the No Project Alternative.
Comment USFWS-42
Response: Wildlife viewing etiquette for all NMSB users, including photographers, will
be part of the WT educational and outreach materials.
Comment USFWS-43
Response: Please see Master Comment Response 3.
Comment USFWS-44
Response: Comment noted.
Comment USFWS-45
Response: Please see Master Comment Response 3.
Comment USFWS-46
Response: The last paragraph on Page 3-124 is revised as follows:
For the most part, wading birds and shorebirds would be protected from NMSB disturbance
because of their habitat preference for tidal flats or very shallow (less than 10 cm) water, which
are undesirable use areas for NMSBs. High tide roosts, however, may be susceptible to
disturbance during periods of high water. Small numbers of long-legged waders (e.g., egrets and
herons) that forage in shallow water may be flushed by shallow-draft watercraft, but this is likely
to be a limited occurrence. Similarly, because brown pelicans are plunge divers and use deeper
channels for foraging, they may avoid these areas while NMSBs are present. However, NMSBs
are rarely stationary, and therefore deep channels would quickly become available again for
foraging. In addition, WT education and public outreach strategies are expected to sensitize users
to disturbance issues and further buffer flocks from close approach by watercraft. Therefore, this
impact would be less than significant for shorebirds and wading birds and brown pelicans and
no mitigation is required.
Comment USFWS-47
Response: The last paragraph on Page 3-127 is revised as follows:
Clapper rails have territories that encompass the dendritic channel systems that develop in a large
marsh. The intertidal portions of the channels provide foraging opportunities, but the nest sites
are located at or above mean high tide elevations, often at the headward extent of the channel
system, or on the upper marsh plain, under dense vegetation (e.g., gumplant bushes). These nest
sites are most often immediately adjacent to a channel, many of which are navigable by shallowdraft NMSBs. Human intrusion into tidal marsh habitat where clapper rails are actively nesting
would likely disturb incubating or brooding birds, potentially reducing reproductive success. If
NMSB users disembarked in a marsh occupied by clapper rails, they could disturb breeding pairs
(possibly to the point of abandonment of nests, eggs, or young), step on chicks, and possibly
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destroy active nests, which are often located along the edges of channels that may be used by
boaters. A lost nesting effort, even by a single pair, may have population-level implications for
this critically-endangered species.
Comment USFWS-48
Response: The 700-foot buffer distance is equal to 213.36 meters. A conversion to
meters will be added to the educational materials.
Comment USFWS-49
Response: The first paragraph of Mitigation Measure Bio-M8 is revised to read:
MITIGATION MEASURE BIO-M8: AVOID DISTURBANCE OF CALIFORNIA CLAPPER RAILS AND
CALIFORNIA BLACK RAILS
Educational materials prepared by the WT in accordance with WT Strategy 17, as described for
Mitigation Measure BIO-M5 above, shall include discussion of California clapper rails and
California black rails. This discussion shall include the laws protecting these listed species,
habitat used by these species, the importance of avoiding both nesting habitat and high-tide
refugia (during extremely high tides), the importance of not physically entering any vegetated
marsh supporting these species, and appropriate buffer distances for these birds. There is no
universally recognized buffer distance that has been identified for avoiding disturbance of these
two species. For the South Bay Salt Ponds Restoration Project, the USFWS (2008)
recommended a 700-foot buffer between construction activities and clapper rail habitat during
the breeding season (January through August [USFWS 2000]). Although noise and activity
associated with NMSB users is substantially less than that associated with construction activities,
NMSB users have the potential to approach very close to the marsh habitat along tidal channels
that is most important to clapper rails, or even enter marshes that support rails via smaller
channels. Therefore, the WT’s educational materials shall indicate that a 50-ft buffer from
clapper rail and black rail habitat should be maintained during the breeding season, and that a 50ft buffer from high-tide refugia during extremely high winter tides should be maintained by
NMSB users. During other periods of the year and non-high-tide events, boaters should not land
on or disembark into vegetated marshes that could support rails. Educational materials will
clarify that entry into marshes on USFWS Refuge property is prohibited throughout the year, and
that NMSB users should avoid landing in or disembarking into any marsh habitat.
Comment USFWS-50
Response: Comment noted. Please see also Master Comment Response 3.
Comment USFWS-51
Response: The text was modified as requested.
IMPACT BIO-10: POTENTIAL INCIDENTAL TAKE OF SENSITIVE SPECIES
As described in Section 3.2, take means to “harass, harm, pursue, hunt, shoot, wound, kill, trap,
capture, or collect or attempt to engage in any such conduct,” and includes significant habitat
alteration where such alteration kills or injures a listed species through impairment of essential
behavior.” Harass means “an intentional or negligent act or omission which creates the
likelihood of injury to wildlife by annoying it to such an extent as to significantly disrupt normal
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behavioral patterns which include, but are not limited to, breeding, feeding, or sheltering.” 5
Incidental take could occur if WT users damage nests; step on eggs or chicks or small animals
such as a salt marsh harvest mouse; disturb adults of any species so that predators can gain
access to the young can kill adults and chicks or prey on eggs; or flush birds to such a degree that
fitness is impaired. Incidental take could also result from habitat damage, as discussed and
addressed in Section 3.7. Increased NMSB use could lead to an increase in incidental take. This
impact is potentially significant but mitigable. The potential forms of incidental take are
addressed individually in Impacts Bio-5 through Bio-8. Implementation of Mitigation Measures
Bio-M5, Bio-M6, Bio-M7, and Bio-M8 would reduce this potential impact to a less than
significant level.
Comment USFWS-52
Response: The second paragraph of Impact Bio-11 is revised to read:
As determined by the USFWS, construction activities that occur from February 1 through August
31 within 700 feet of the center of a clapper rail territory may have adverse impacts on nesting
success (James Browning, USFWS, pers. comm. May 27, 2008). Impacts could also occur
during the non-breeding season if clapper rails are prevented from using high tide refugia; both
mortality and predation rates could be increased. Clapper rail protection requirements, when
implemented, would also avoid potential construction-related disturbance of California black
rails and other marsh birds.
Comment USFWS-53
Response: Mitigation Measure Bio-M11 is revised to read:
MITIGATION MEASURE BIO-M11: AVOID DISTURBANCE OF CALIFORNIA CLAPPER RAILS AND
CALIFORNIA BLACK RAILS DUE TO CONSTRUCTION ACTIVITIES AT LAUNCH SITES
The trailhead designation process shall include evaluation of the potential for construction to
adversely affect sensitive marsh bird habitat. If presence of nesting California clapper rails or
California black rails is possible, either protocol-level surveys shall be conducted during the
appropriate season (i.e., between January 15 and April 15 for the clapper rail [USFWS 2000] and
between March 15 and May 31 for the black rail [PRBO undated]), or it may be assumed that
rails are present. If either species is determined or assumed to be present within 700 feet of the
construction area, construction shall be scheduled to occur only from September 1 through
January 31 (or as otherwise modified with approval of the USFWS and CDFG) to avoid the
nesting season. In addition, construction activities during winter high tides shall be restricted
because construction under these conditions could flush rails from high tide refugia or prevent
them from seeking cover in these areas.
Comment USFWS-54
Response: Comment noted.
Comment USFWS-55
Response: The following paragraph on Page 3-139 is revised as indicated.

5

50 C.F.R 17.3
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Salt Marsh Harvest Mouse
The salt marsh harvest mouse (Reithrodontomys raviventris) is endemic to the Bay Area, where
its two subspecies inhabit the southern and northern reaches of the San Francisco Estuary (R. r.
raviventris – San Francisco Bay; R. r. halicoetes – San Pablo Bay and Suisun Marsh, Contra
Costa shoreline marshes; Shellhammer 2000a). It is federally- and state-listed as endangered, and
is also a fully protected species under the California Fish and Game Code.
Comment USFWS-56
Response: The last paragraph of IMPACT BIO-12 is revised as follows:
With implementation of Mitigation Measure Bio-M-11[as revised, above], Mitigation Measure
Bio-M12, and Mitigation Measures Bio-M2 and Bio-M3, both described in Section 3.7, this
potential impact would be less than significant.
Comment USFWS-57
Response: Posting tide charts is impractical. However, pictures showing nearby
shorelines at low versus high tide may be effective and will be considered when site signs are
developed. In addition, the safety education program will address stranding during low tide.
Comment USFWS-58
Response: The first bullet under Mitigation Measure Bio-M16 is revised as follows:
• Trailhead owners/managers shall provide adequate waste disposal containers, shall ensure
that waste disposal containers are inaccessible to non-native predators (Norway rats, feral
cats, red fox) to the greatest extent feasible, and shall ensure that trash is picked up
frequently.
Comment USFWS-59
Response: Each site owner/manager will have its own predator management policy. The
need for predator management as a condition of trailhead designation will be evaluated on a siteby-site basis. However, most sites are expected to have multiple user groups, and it would be
impossible to distinguish whether any increases in predator populations are attributable to the
small growth expected from implementation of the WT, population-driven (baseline) growth in
NMSB use, and/or other user groups.
Comment USFWS-60
Response: The referenced paragraph on Page 3-185 is revised as follows:
USFWS manages one area proposed as a Backbone Site. Sites in National Wildlife Refuges:
SM25, Corkscrew Slough Viewing Platform, Redwood City; and A24, Jarvis Landing, Newark)
are is part of the Don Edwards San Francisco Bay NWR National Wildlife Refuge, which
encompasses land both north and south of the Dumbarton Bridge and around the shoreline of the
South Bay (USFWS 2003). The Jarvis Landing site is co-managed with the salt producer,
Cargill. Site A27, Coyote Hills, is on an Alameda County Flood Control District levee, outside
of the Don Edwards National Wildlife Refuge. It is managed by the East Bay Regional Park
District (EBRPD). An additional site is planned for the San Pablo Bay NWR at the southwest
corner of the Cullinan Ranch site, immediately north of Highway 37, but due to the timing of the
planning process, this site was not included in the WT Plan.
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In addition, Table 2.3.2-1 has been revised as follows:
A24

Jarvis Landing

EL

private

Newark

ramp

privately owned
(business)

A25

Tidewater Boathouse

PL

public

Oakland

planned
float

public boat launch
ramp/float
EBRPD

A26

Berkeley Marina, Small
Boat Launch

EL

Y public

Berkeley

dock

public boat launch
ramp/float
Berkeley Marina, Harbormaster

A27

Coyote Hills

PD

public

Fremont

N/A

public access area EBRPD/Alameda Co. Flood Control

US Fish and Wildlife Service/ Cargill

Comment USFWS-61
Response: Comment noted.
Comment USFWS-62
Response: Comment noted. This text is part of Appendix A, the Initial Study, which was
published in 2007.
2.2.2 RESPONSES TO COMMENTS FROM THE UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR
– NATIONAL PARK SERVICE (NPS)
Comment NPS-1
Response: Comment noted.
Comment NPS -2
Response: Comment noted. The requested coordination will occur as part of the
development of the Sign Plan.
Comment NPS -3
Response: The Site Description Components table is modified as follows. Public
transportation is already included in Table 2.4.3-1 in the “physical access considerations”
category:
TABLE 2.4.3-1 SITE DESCRIPTION COMPONENTS
Information Category

Types of Information Provided in Site Description

General site information

Location, ownership and manager

Maps, site pictures, plans and/or
drawings (if applicable)

Existing site facilities and features
Habitat areas
Location of various uses on the site
Proximity to other launch and destination sites

Manager’s/owner’s goals for the
site

Site master plans, use plans, general plan policies, and zoning

Use of the site

Boating and non-boating uses

Description of existing or planned
facilities, and compliance with
pending ADA-ABA Accessible
Guidelines

Launch (type[s] of launch[es] or landing[s])
Current and expected user groups and usage
Parking (amount available for trail-related use, restrictions, fees, drop-off spots, distance
to launch)
Restrooms (number, type)
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Information Category

Types of Information Provided in Site Description
Other boating-related facilities (such as staging areas, boat storage, or wash stations)
Overnight accommodations
Signage
Accessibility for persons with mobility impairments

Education, outreach and
stewardship

Description of existing and planned programs

Description of existing and planned
site management

Maintenance staffing levels
Maintenance provided
Level of management (e.g., pick up trash only, or active enforcement of user behavior)

Physical access considerations

Nearby good boating areas
User conflicts
Availability of public transportation;
Security concerns/vandalism

Wildlife and habitat considerations

Nearby harbor seal haul out or other sensitive wildlife or habitat area
Wildlife viewing or interpretive opportunities

Safety considerations

Strong currents nearby
Adjacent to a safety exclusion zone
Water quality concerns
Navigational risks
Potential for inter-jurisdictional or interagency law enforcement and emergency response
concerns [This change is made as part of Master Comment Response 5]

Other existing and/or anticipated
WT-related issues and
opportunities

Comment NPS -4
Response: The WT Plan strategies include providing on-site equipment storage and
availability of concessionaires as a means of reducing the need for auto-based travel (see
Strategies 11 and 12). Furthermore, the environmentally superior alternative includes Strategy
28, which includes a series of measures designed to encourage alternative forms of transportation
to the trailhead.
Comment NPS -5
Response: Comment noted. The Conservancy appreciates the site-specific feedback
provided, including the information about the Western Snowy Plover protection area. Site
specific information such as the information included in this comment will be incorporated into
the Site Description (and Trailhead Plan, as appropriate) for the specific site during the site
designation process.
Comment NPS -6
Response: Comment noted. As described under the response to Comment NPS-5, above,
the site-specific information provided will be an important part of the site-specific designation
process.
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Comment NPS -7
Response: The education and stewardship program objectives are revised as follows:
Objectives of an educational program would include:
• Protecting the safety of WT users and others on the Bay
• Teaching trail users how to boat in a manner that is consistent with protecting wildlife
and habitat, and
• Fostering stewardship of the WT and of Bay resources, and
• Cultivating respect and appreciation for historic and cultural resources around the Bay.
Comment NPS -8
Response: Comment noted.
Comment NPS -9
Response: Comment noted. This type of planning would happen during the trailhead
designation process.
Comment NPS -10
Response: Comment noted. As discussed in Section 2.4.3, all sites will be reassessed
during the trailhead designation process to determine whether they still meet the criteria for an
HOS. If additional facility improvements are needed the site would no longer be considered an
HOS.
Comment NPS -11
Response: Comment noted. The Conservancy appreciates NPS’ desire to work
cooperatively.
2.2.3 RESPONSES TO COMMENTS FROM THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA DEPARTMENT OF FISH
AND GAME (DFG)
Comment DFG-1
Response: This EIR is a programmatic document, and as such does not provide sitespecific analysis. As discussed in the DREIR, the trailhead designation process includes a
checklist and other steps to ensure that potential impacts associated with each site are identified
and addressed as needed. This process is described in Sections 2.4.3 and 2.4.4 of the DREIR.
The Conservancy agrees that there may be site-specific measures that are not currently identified
in the DREIR; the trailhead designation process, including supplemental CEQA review if
warranted by a specific site/proposed site improvements, will identify any other mitigation that
may be required at a specific site.
Comment DFG -2
Response: Comment noted. The mitigation measures addressing wetlands and other
sensitive habitats focus first on avoidance. If impacts to wetlands cannot be avoided during
construction of WT-related facilities, suitable mitigation would be provided as described in the
EIR.
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Comment DFG -3
Response: Comment noted. Streambed alteration agreements are listed as a possible
approval required at some sites (see Section 2.5); CEQA would be implemented as necessary for
these sites, and DFG would be on the list of agencies notified through the State Clearinghouse.
Comment DFG -4
Response: Comment noted. As discussed in the DREIR, the Conservancy and its partners
have concluded that Alternative 3, the Enhanced Water Trail Alternative, is the environmentally
superior alternative. Under Alternative 2 (HOS Only), while HOS sites would not require any
work other than signage to be designated, and would not pose any major environmental
management issues, other sites that are currently in use would continue to be used, and new sites
would be established, whether or not they are part of the WT. The non-HOS sites under
Alternative 2 would not receive the benefits of the Water Trail. It is our conclusion that the
environmental benefit of providing the various WT educational and outreach services to all
eligible sites, coupled with thoughtful development of site-specific mitigation (where needed) as
part of the trailhead designation process, would more than off-set any minimal increase in use
associated with publicizing non-HOS sites. Please note that the WT could not require any site to
make improvements; however, potentially desirable improvements would be identified through
the trailhead designation process, and would be implemented by the site owner/manager subject
to the availability of funding and appropriate CEQA review and permits. Please also see Master
Comment Responses 2 and 3.
Comment DFG -5
Response: The following item is added to the bullet list of potential permits and other
approvals in Section 2.5:
• DFG incidental take permit or consistency determination
Any sites requiring an incidental take permit or consistency determination would require
supplemental CEQA analysis, which would be subject to review and comment by DFG.
Programmatic mitigation requirements for sensitive habitat and special status plants are provided
in Section 3.7; site specific requirements would be defined during the trailhead designation
process.
Comment DFG -6
Response: Comment noted. Any sensitive status plant surveys conducted during the
trailhead designation process will be provided to DFG.
Comment DFG -7
Response: Please see Master Comment Responses 2 and 3.
Comment DFG -8
Response: Please see Master Comment Responses 2 and 3.
Comment DFG -9
Response: Comment noted.
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Comment DFG -10
Response: Comment noted. The three measures in this comment will be incorporated
into trailhead plans that include construction.
2.2.4 RESPONSES TO COMMENTS FROM THE CONTRA COSTA COUNTY DEPARTMENT OF
CONSERVATION & DEVELOPMENT (CCCDCD)
Comment CCCDCD-1
Response: The title of Impact NAV-1 is modified to read:
IMPACT NAV-1: INCREASED RISK OF INCIDENTS INCLUDING ACCIDENTS INVOLVING
LOSS OF LIFE, OR COLLISIONS BETWEEN NMSB USERS, AQUATIC DEBRIS, AND
OTHER BOATS
The mitigation measure is modified to read:
MITIGATION MEASURE NAV-M1A: DEVELOP AND IMPLEMENT SAFETY SIGNAGE
As outlined in Strategy 17 and in cooperation with Cal Boating and site owners/managers, the
WT program shall ensure inclusion of notices and/or maps of nearby commercial shipping or
ferry terminal routes, and known locations of aquatic debris into signs at WT sites.
2.2.5 RESPONSES TO COMMENTS FROM THE COUNTY OF MARIN DEPARTMENT OF PARKS
AND OPEN SPACE (MDPOS)
Comment MDPOS-1
Response: The site owner/manager information has been corrected as shown.
Table 2.3.2-1 has been revised as follows:
M30 San Quentin

EL

public

San Rafael

sand beach

waterfront park

County of Marin Heron Court
Homeowners Association

Comment MDPOS-2
Response: The following text is added to the last paragraph in the subsection entitled
“Changes to Site Conditions or Status” in Section 2.4.3.
Because participation in the WT is strictly voluntary, in addition to the PMT being able to
potentially “undesignate” a site, a site owner/manager may also opt out of participation in the
WT at any time. The site owner/manager would simply request to have the site “undesignated.”
Comment MDPOS-3
Response: Please see Master Comment Response 1.
Comment MDPOS-4
Response: If the County requests designation of this location as a WT site, measures to
protect sensitive habitat adjacent to this site would be developed with the County as part of the
trailhead designation process.
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2.2.6 RESPONSES TO COMMENTS FROM THE COUNTY OF SANTA CLARA PARKS AND
RECREATION DEPARTMENT (SCPRD)
Comment SCPRD-1
Response: The site owner/manager information has been corrected as shown. As
explained in Master Comment Response #4, the DREIR analyzed the WT Plan (2007), which
specified site names and described sites as they were when the plan was written. The corrections
provided in this comment letter will be used during the trailhead designation process to update
the Conservancy’s information on this site.
Table 2.3.2-1 has been revised as follows:
SC2

Alviso Marina

PL

public

San Jose

planned ramp

waterfront park

County of Santa Clara Parks and
Recreation Department

Also, should the County request designation of this site as a WT site, site-specific information
contained in the Alviso Marina County Park Master Plan Final EIR would be incorporated into
the trailhead designation process, and the existing EIR could potentially serve to satisfy the
CEQA needs for this location.
Comment SCPRD -2
Response: Comment noted. The WT would not expect a site owner/manager to be
responsible for boater safety as it relates to boating in an area that allows hunting. The WT
would expect site owners/managers to include a notification that hunting may occur in the
vicinity of the trailhead in the WT signage or other media, if the trailhead is within four miles of
a hunting area, and agrees that it would be the responsibility of the individual NMSB user to
obtain information from DFG and USFWS regarding areas open to hunting and the applicable
hunting season(s) along the planned route of travel.
Comment SCPRD -3
Response: Comment noted.
Comment SCPRD -4
Response: The scope of a traffic/parking assessment would be defined in close
collaboration with the site owner/manager, and would typically be implemented by the site
owner/manager. It would usually include traffic and parking demand not associated with NMSB
use as well, to provide an overall assessment of parking needs and traffic at a given location,
which would then allow for appropriate planning of any WT-related modifications.
2.2.7 RESPONSES TO COMMENTS FROM THE EAST BAY REGIONAL PARK DISTRICT (EBRPD)
Comment EBPRD-1
Response: The text is revised as follows:
FACTORS POTENTIALLY AFFECTING GROWTH IN NMSB USE
There are multiple factors that may affect the growth of NMSB use, and these factors may lead
to substantial variations in growth rates at different access locations. The primary factors
potentially affecting growth in NMSB use are the following:
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•
•
•
•
•

Regional population growth
Growth (or decline) in specific NMSB sports
The age profile of the population
Publicity regarding available opportunities for participating in NMSB sports, and
Types of launch, supporting, and ancillary facilities available at access sites

Other factors that may affect growth in NMSB use include economic factors (i.e., higher costs
for travel out of the area could encourage users to recreate closer to home), changes in
technology (e.g., changes in watercraft design and technology, making them less expensive
and/or more portable), and potential local changes in demographics, such as a trend toward
family-oriented activities. While these factors may influence growth in NMSB use, they cannot
be quantified, and thus are not evaluated further in this EIR.
Please also see Master Comment Response 3 with regard to the need for mitigation measures to
address these potentially unquantifiable factors on growth of NMSB use.
Comment EBPRD -2
Response: Additional information regarding sites suitable for wind- and kite-surfing is
provided by the San Francisco Boardsailing Association (see Comment SFBA-1). The DREIR
provides information regarding the requirements for sites used by wind- and kite-surfers. These
requirements will be considered in detail during the trailhead designation process.
Comment EBPRD -3
Response: Please see Master Comment Response 1. The information provided here will
be considered during the trailhead designation process. DFG does not appear to own or manage
this site (J. Krause, pers. comm., 2010). Therefore Table 2.3.2-1 has been revised to change the
site owner/manager of site A30 Hayward Landing, as follows:
A30

Hayward's Landing

PD

public

Hayward

N/A

refuge/reserve

EBRPD Unknown

Comment EBPRD -4
Response: Comment noted. The feasibility of making an individual site accessible to
people with mobility limitations or other physical disabilities will be determined during the
trailhead designation process with the understanding that there may be circumstances limiting the
ability to provide access at some sites for a variety of reasons.
Comment EBPRD -5
Response: The referenced text is changed as indicated below.
OTHER RECREATIONISTS
Most trailheads would be used by multiple user groups, including motorized boat users. Parks,
wildlife areas, and open spaces may be used by anglers, hikers, bicyclists, campers, and hunters.
On the water, NMSB users may again encounter motorized boat users, including anglers,
hunters, water skiers, personal water craft riders, and other motorized boat users. Other
recreationists would be interested in ensuring that their priorities interests are also considered
when a public agency expends funds to promote recreational access to the Bay. The roles and
responsibilities of other recreationists would remain the same with implementation of the WT.
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Comment EBPRD -6
Response: Please see Master Comment Response 6 regarding potential CEQA issues
associated with the installation of signage and page 2-54 of the DREIR, second paragraph. The
comment letter correctly points out that a permit may be required even if the only change being
made at a site is the addition of WT signage. However, for most HOS locations, BCDC has
already issued permits for the shoreline development and/or fill necessary to create or allow for
the boating access. As such, the addition of a sign could then be done administratively through
BCDC staff plan review or an amendment to the existing permit if the existing permit language
does not cover signage. Staff plan review with the site owner/manager simply requires that the
owner/manager submit drawings of the sign and location.
In cases where HOS trailheads do not already have a permit issued by BCDC, the site owner
would have to get a permit for the sign(s) from BCDC. This would most likely be a minor permit
application and addressed administratively. For non-HOS trailheads that will have site
improvements, the signage would be authorized by whatever permit the Commission has to issue
for the other improvements and would not constitute a separate permitting effort. Details
regarding the BCDC permit process can be found at
http://www.bcdc.ca.gov/permits/processing_permits_applications.shtml).
Comment EBPRD -7
Response: Please see Master Comment Response 7.
Comment EBPRD -8
Response: The referenced significance criterion has been modified to read:
• The location, design or use of proposed WT Backbone Sites would preclude existing
legal recreation activities.
Comment EBPRD -9
Response: Species that are typically dispersed by tidal water (e.g., non-native cordgrass)
could be dispersed to a location far from their established invasion area by contaminated
equipment. Thus boat washing and gear rinsing facilities are critical to help contain the spread of
these types of plants as well. The importance of boat washing facilities will be evaluated at the
site-specific level; however, because it is impossible to determine where or how far NMSB users
will travel during their outings (multi-day outings could cover a large part of the Bay), the
potential for boats to foster the spread of invasive plants cannot be discounted completely for any
site.
Comment EBPRD -10
Response: The following text is added to mitigation measure Bio-M1.
• Trailhead owner/managers shall be informed about and encouraged to join the San
Francisco Bay Area “Early Detection Network” for invasive species, through which they
can report detections of invasive plants at or in the vicinity of their sites.
Comment EBPRD -11
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Response: The analysis in the DREIR appropriately relied upon the best scientific data
available on the subject of NMSB effects on rafting waterfowl, namely the 2009 Avocet
Research Associates study. It is not feasible to conduct further studies of the effects of NMSB
use on waterbirds under all the conditions that could possibly occur within the Estuary, or to
establish separate buffer distances for each WT site. It is also not practical to expect NMSB users
to learn new buffer distances at each site they use. A consistent, conservative buffer distance is
the best approach to ensuring protection of rafting waterfowl. Given the myriad variations on
conditions and species assemblages that NMSB users will encounter on the Bay, as enumerated
in this comment, the best approach for the WT is to consider these circumstances for San
Francisco Bay as a whole, and develop appropriate signage and other educational materials or
programs as needed to educate NMSB users about the need for wildlife buffers.
Comment EBPRD -12
Response: While it is uncertain whether this impact would be potentially significant, the
mitigation measure for potential impact Hyd-1 is in fact implementation of BMPs, as suggested
in this comment. Similarly, stormwater BMPs are recommended as a mitigation for potential
impact Hyd-2. Thus the existing text already provides the requested approach.
Comment EBPRD -13
Response: The potential of sea level rise to cause flooding is addressed in the referenced
section. Addressing potential flood risks is a standard part of the CEQA process. The potential
for the project to contribute to sea level rise (i.e., to climate change) as a result of GHG
emissions is addressed in Section 3.15 and Appendix G of the EIR. Thus, both effects on and
effects from sea level rise are potential impacts under CEQA.
Comment EBPRD -14
Response: Comment noted. This discussion is provided in more detail in Section 3.8,
Page 3-122.
2.2.8 RESPONSES TO COMMENTS FROM THE HARBOR SAFETY COMMITTEE OF THE SAN
FRANCISCO BAY REGION (HSC)
Comment HSC-1
Response: The following paragraph is inserted after the first paragraph of Section ES.2
of the Executive Summary.
The San Francisco Bay system is the largest estuary on the Pacific Coasts of North and South
America. Waters from two major river systems and the Bay flow through the Golden Gate,
which is less than one mile wide at its narrowest point. Because of the volume of water moving
through the narrow opening on a daily basis, tides and strong currents occur in the Bay. Because
of the many microclimates of the San Francisco Bay Area, mariners who navigate through the
San Francisco Bay must be aware of how weather conditions can change significantly over short
distances and over short periods of time. Mariners must also be aware of the unique weather
conditions and weather hazards that are most prevalent during each season (HSC 2010).
In addition, Chapter 6, Section 6.2, is revised to read:
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Harbor Safety Commission Committee of the San Francisco Bay (HSC). 20092010. San
Francisco, San Pablo, and Suisun Bay Harbor Safety Plan. Approved March 12June 10,
20092010.
Comment HSC -2
Response: The text on Page 3-38 is revised as follows:
Navigating the Bay becomes more difficult during periods of restricted visibility due to winter
storms and summer or winter fog. Tule fog can move into the Bay suddenly and reduce the
visibility to just a few feet. Strong winds (small craft advisory conditions with winds in the range
of 20 to 25 knots) occur nearly every day in the summer throughout the Central and North Bays,
and eastward through the Carquinez Strait (HSC 2010). Shorelines and obstacles (including other
vessels, shallow waters, and structures) as well as changes in the water surface that could
indicate dangerous conditions are more difficult to discern in storms and fog. The risks of
accidents or becoming disoriented increase. Changes in the tide can result in NMSBs being
swept off course away from shore and/or farther out into open waters, and can make landings
difficult for the unaware (i.e., at launch sites or destination sites that are only accessible at certain
water depths). Although in general NMSBs are able to maneuver in much shallower water than
most other vessels, users could still become stranded by mudflats or low water areas at low tide.
Sudden changes in weather can also result in increased fatigue (e.g., as boaters are battling strong
winds and/or waves) and medical emergencies such as hypothermia. Wakes from larger vessels,
such as ferries or large commercial vessels, can potentially capsize small craft in close proximity
(HSC 2010).
The complexity of the Bay is emphasized in the paragraph on page 3-39 that follows the above
paragraph:
“The combination of tides, currents, weather (fog and wind), and water depths presents an
endless array of conditions challenging the safety and navigation skills of NMSB users. Even a
skilled boater who is familiar with Bay conditions can get into trouble and require emergency
services from either the Coast Guard or from land-based emergency response providers.”
Comment HSC -3
Response: Comment noted. This incident may be used as an example in educational
materials emphasizing the need for NMSB users to be aware of the Rules of the Road.
Comment HSC -4
Response: The text is revised to read:
There are currently six major ferry routes on the Bay, with an average of 78 240 daily one-way
transits (HSC 2010). Operating ferry terminals are located in San Francisco, Larkspur, Sausalito,
Tiburon, Vallejo, Harbor Bay, Oakland, and Alameda (Figure 3.4.2-2).
Comment HSC -5
Response: The text is revised to read:
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LEMPERT-KEENE-SEASTRAND OIL SPILL PREVENTION AND RESPONSE ACT/HARBOR SAFETY
COMMITTEE OF THE SAN FRANCISCO BAY REGION
The Harbor Safety Committee of the San Francisco Bay Region was created by the LempertKeene-Seastrand Oil Spill Prevention and Response Act. The purpose of the committee is to
prepare a Harbor Safety Plan that considers all vessel traffic for the safe navigation and operation
of tankers, barges, and other vessels. The original Harbor Safety Plan for San Francisco, San
Pablo and Suisun Bays was adopted in 1992. The most recent available San Francisco Bay
Region Harbor Safety Plan is for 201009 (HSC 201009).
The Harbor Safety Committee of the San Francisco Bay Region is composed of representatives
from the maritime community, port authorities, pilots, tug operators, the USCG, the Office of
Spill Prevention and Response (OSPR), the petroleum and shipping industries, and others with
expertise in shipping and navigation. The Committee meets regularly to develop additional
strategies to further safe navigation and oil spill prevention. The Harbor Safety Committee
includes a Prevention through People Workgroup subcommittee that focuses on safety for nonmotorized vessels. This workgroup has produced seven brochures and a video targeted to safe
boating for recreational boaters.
Comment HSC -6
Response: The third paragraph under Impact Nav-1 is revised to read:
NMSBs are often the smallest boats on the Bay, and most difficult for other mariners to see and
avoid. Also, once on the water, a NMSB might enter or cross defined shipping channels and
ferry routes presenting a potential navigational safety impact to both the larger vessels and the
NMSB user. NMSBs cannot be seen from the bridge of a fast ferry or tanker, or container ship
when in transit, and they are not picked up by radar. Ships and tugboats have blind spots ahead
of them that can extend hundreds of feet. The larger vessels travel at a much higher rate of speed
than NMSBs, and may not be able to make a timely course correction even if the NMSB is seen.
Rating sites with regard to safety concerns was considered during the planning phase, but due to
highly variable conditions on San Francisco Bay and the ability of NMSB users to travel in
virtually any direction from the trailhead, it is not feasible to provide a general risk rating for
individual WT sites.
Comment HSC -7
Response: Comment noted. This information will be considered in the development of
the educational program.
2.2.9 RESPONSES TO COMMENTS FROM THE CITY OF HERCULES
Comment City of Hercules-1
Response: Please see Master Comment Response 1.
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2.3

Responses to Comments from Organizations

2.3.1 RESPONSES TO COMMENTS FROM BAY ACCESS, INC. (BAI)
Comment BAI-1
Response: Comment noted.
Comment BAI -2
Response: Please see Master Comment Response 6.
Comment BAI -3
Response: Please see Master Comment Response 8.
Comment BAI -4
Response: This comment reflects a misunderstanding of the DREIR’s estimate of growth
attributable solely to implementation of the WT. The DREIR does not quantify the projected
increase in growth, but assumes, based on various factors such as the challenges associated with
participating in NMSB activities, existing information regarding availability of the sites, existing
user groups and tour operators, etc., that the growth solely attributable to the implementation of
the WT would be very small compared to the growth projected solely due to growth attributable
to population growth and demographic factors.
The number used in the example in the referenced pages is for illustrative purposes only, and is
designed to demonstrate that education would in all likelihood more than off-set the potential
disturbance impacts associated with implementation of the WT.
Comment BAI -5
Response: The comment misrepresents the DREIR on page 3-109 with an erroneous
quotation. The text actually reads as follows: “For waterfowl in San Francisco Bay, average
waterfowl abundance during these mid-winter surveys has declined from 425,000 during the
period 1970-1991 to 182,800 during the period 1992-2007 (excluding 1996)(Takekawa et al.
2000).” The data in Table 3.8.2-1 do suggest that bird populations have been fairly stable in
recent years. However, the data also show a substantial decline in bird populations between the
1970-1991 time period and the 1992 – 2007 time period, as analyzed and discussed by Takekawa
et al. (2008). We disagree with this comment’s general characterization of the analysis of
potential impacts to rafting birds as “advocacy” or otherwise flawed. The analysis of impacts
was based on the best available data on trends in waterbird numbers in the Estuary and potential
impacts of NMSB use on these species.
While the subject of previous declines in Bay Area wintering waterfowl populations is related to
the potential effect of disturbance (in that disturbance could result in further declines), the
comment is incorrect in suggesting that the analysis on page 3-119 follows directly from the
discussion of past declines in abundance. The analysis on page 3-119 focuses on the potential
effects of serial disturbance on numbers of waterfowl. The analysis indicated that waterbird
numbers have declined in the past (there is no overriding assumption that numbers are currently
declining, only that there are a number of factors that could contribute to further declines). The
potential effects of serial disturbances on waterbird numbers are analyzed in the context of the
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existing populations of waterbirds in the Bay area, which are much lower than they were in 1970
and earlier, and on the effects of such disturbance on waterfowl numbers irrespective of any
current or very recent trends in waterfowl numbers.
The author of this comment has placed undue weight in his/her comments on the incorrect
assumption that a continuing/ongoing decline in waterfowl numbers is necessary in order for
potential impacts by NMSB users to be considered significant. This is not correct. Waterfowl
have declined in the past, and numbers are currently low enough relative to historical numbers
that any substantial reduction in numbers resulting from NMSB use as a result of this project
would constitute a significant impact, regardless of recent/current trends in waterfowl numbers.
The comment also suggests that there will be little overlap between areas of NMSB use and areas
important to rafting waterfowl, and that therefore the impact should be considered less than
significant. However, if repeated NMSB use occurs in an area where large numbers of waterfowl
congregate, the impact could be significant, and this project has taken the stance that such
impacts could potentially occur in the absence of adequate public education. If, instead, the
assertion in the comment that the potential for NMSB users to impact waterfowl is low is correct,
then kayakers would generally not have to observe any buffer and thus would not be affected at
all by the finding that disturbance to rafting waterfowl is a potentially significant impact or
mitigation measure BIO-M5. The comment also provides several examples of factors that it
considers to run counter to the analysis and conclusions of the DREIR. However, whether scaup
are hunted, waterbirds congregate in certain areas during bad weather, or intermittent disturbance
is more tolerable than constant disturbance, or not, does not change the conclusions of the
analysis that is presented in the DREIR. These are three of many factors that could determine the
impact of NMSB users on rafting waterfowl, and they were considered in the analysis. See also
Master Comment Response 3 regarding the feasibility of mitigation measures, including
implementation of a buffer zone.
Finally, the effects of other projects, including restoration projects, have been or will be
considered on their own merits, but the effects of those projects do not change the requirement
that the Water Trail EIR consider the potential impacts of this project on waterfowl, and these
other projects do not represent potential mitigation for the WT.
Comment BAI -6
Response: Comment noted.
Comment BAI -7
Response: Please see Master Comment Response 6.
Comment BAI -8
Response: Please see Master Comment Response 7.
Comment BAI -9
Response: Comment noted.
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Comment BAI -10
Response: The positive aspects of the WT program are noted throughout the EIR; the
items identified in this list are all included in the discussion of WT benefits in the DREIR.
Comment BAI -11
Response: Please see Master Comment Response 8.
Comment BAI -12
Response: As noted in the DREIR, site conditions may change, and the evaluation of the
various sites was conducted approximately five years ago. Furthermore, the initial classification
of sites into HOS or non-HOS categories was based on preliminary information that was likely
incomplete for some sites. Consequently it is necessary and appropriate to reassess the status of
each site. In doing so, the status of sites that were formerly categorized as non-HOS could also
change to HOS status.
Comment BAI -13
Response: Please see Master Comment Response 8.
Comment BAI -14
Response: The education and outreach program is in a final draft form, and will be
finalized after the EIR is finalized. This last step in the development of the education and
outreach program will not delay the trailhead designation process.
Comment BAI -15
Response: Please see Master Comment Response 3.
Comment BAI -16
Response: All biological impacts described could occur as a result of the incremental
growth attributable to the WT. As described in the DREIR, the incremental growth is expected to
be small relative to the expected growth driven by demographic factors and population growth.
However, due to the sensitivity of the resources in question and/or existing laws and regulations,
the threshold of significance for certain impacts is relatively low.
Comment BAI -17
Response: The following text from page 2-3 is repeated in the Executive Summary at the
end of Section ES.1:
The WT would provide multiple benefits. It would:
• Help preserve existing access locations and work with local jurisdictions to advocate for
inclusion of NMSB access in waterfront planning.
• Work directly with site owners to keep as many of the existing sites as possible available
in the future.
• Provide outreach, and funding as available, to support the preservation of existing sites.
• Encourage site owners to make their sites accessible, and serve as a resource for
compliance with the pending Americans with Disabilities Act-Architectural Barriers Act
(ADA-ABA) Accessibility Guidelines.
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•
•

•

Perform outreach to actively inform the residents of the Bay Area and interested visitors
about the many opportunities for non-motorized small boating in the Bay.
Help coordinate, expand, and enhance existing educational efforts on boating safety,
navigational safety, and avoiding impacts to wildlife and sensitive habitat to provide
more comprehensive education to all NMSB users.
Strive to help minimize conflicts between different user groups at the same waterfront
location.

Comment BAI -18
Response: The WT will not create prohibitions on where people can go, as the WT does
not have this authority. However, the WT will consider dangers posed by shipping lanes, ferry
transit routes, and security exclusion zones, among other factors, in its trailhead designation
decisions and in decisions regarding the design of new facilities at WT sites.
Comment BAI -19
Response: Please see Master Comment Responses 6 and 8.
2.3.2 RESPONSES TO COMMENTS FROM FRIENDS OF CORTE MADERA CREEK (FCMC)
Comment FCMC-1
Response: please see Master Comment Response 4. Note also, that the WT does not have
the authority to prohibit a boat dock from being opened or reopened.
Comment FCMC -2
Response: This EIR is a programmatic document, and as such cannot provide the level of
detail required to determine whether a specific area could support additional sites. These types of
decisions will be made as part of the trailhead designation process, consistent with the Strategies
outlined in the WT Plan.
Comment FCMC -3
Response: This EIR is a programmatic document, and as such cannot provide the level of
detail required to determine whether a specific site requires seasonal closure; regardless, the WT
cannot require closures. The need for site closures will be determined as part of the trailhead
designation process, and it will be up to the site owner/manager to decide whether such a closure
is acceptable (if the site owner/manager determines that a seasonal closure is not acceptable, and
the WT determines that it would be necessary for designation, the site in question would not be
designated as a WT site).
Comment FCMC -4
Response: While it may be desirable to conduct surveys at some potentially very
sensitive locations, the incremental growth in NMSB use attributable solely to the
implementation of the WT is expected to be small, and pre- and post-project surveys would
typically not be required. In addition, it would be nearly impossible to distinguish any increased
disturbances due to implementation of the WT from increased disturbances due to population
growth or demographic factors.
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Comment FCMC -5
Response: The Corte Madera Ecological Reserve haul-out site is shown on Figure 3.9.51 and labeled “CM.”
Comment FCMC -6
Response: As described in Master Comment Response 3, providing docent stewards at a
large number of WT sites is not practical or feasible given the number of potential launch sites.
CEQA requires that mitigation measures be roughly proportional to the magnitude of the impact.
The number of new NMSB users is not expected to increase substantially, so to close off so
many areas that are currently available to NMSB users or prohibit any new launches within four
miles of known clapper rail presence is not only outside of the authority of the Water Trail
program and unnecessary to reduce the impact to clapper rails to less than significant levels, it is
also disproportionately stringent compared to the level of impact that could result from this
project. As stated in the DREIR and WT Plan, site-specific analysis during the trailhead
designation process will highlight any resource issues at any particular site under consideration
for designation and appropriate mitigation measures, as needed for designation, will be
implemented.
Comment FCMC -7
Response: Please see Master Comment Responses 1 and 5.
Comment FCMC -8
Response: The Trailhead plan for each site will provide requirements regarding followup. Implementation of strategies will be monitored by the PMT and WT staff, and PMT and
Advisory Committee meetings will all be open to the public. The structure of the trailhead
designation process, including the structure of the PMT and Advisory Committee is designed to
foster implementation of the strategies.
2.3.3 RESPONSES TO COMMENTS FROM MARIN AUDUBON SOCIETY (MAS)
Comment MAS-1
Response: Please see Master Comment Responses 3 and 8. As discussed in response to
Comment MAS-2, below, the Conservancy used the best available information as the basis for its
impact analysis.
Comment MAS -2
Response: While it is correct that economic conditions have changed, the Conservancy
used the best available information to prepare the EIR, including available information regarding
project growth in NMSB use. While it is possible that the current economic climate could drive a
reduction in population-based growth, it is also possible that the current economic climate would
foster interest in locally-based recreation as an alternative to more expensive travel. See also
Master Comment Response 8 regarding forecasting in EIRs.
Comment MAS -3
Response: The DREIR provides an appropriate summary of the WT Plan in the project
description, and includes additional detail describing how the WT Plan, including the strategies
in the Plan would be implemented. The strategies in the WT Plan were developed and agreed
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upon by a large group of stakeholders. The DREIR also refines several strategies to ensure
adequate mitigation when needed. This EIR is not required to develop or present a detailed
implementation plan for each of the strategies. Implementation of the strategies will be the
responsibility of the PMT and the site owner/manager and site owner/manager responsibilities
will be spelled out in the trailhead plan. The suggestions made in this comment regarding the
implementation of the strategies will be considered by the PMT. Please also see Master
Comment Response 2 regarding enforcement of mitigation measures, and Master Comment
Response 1 regarding funding for law enforcement.
Monitoring of all sites is not required, and would be unlikely to provide the type of information
required to assess impacts associated with implementation of the WT. Because there is a large
baseline of use, use of most sites accommodates users other than NMSBs, and NMSB users may
use a large area for recreation, monitoring would have to be extraordinarily extensive to
distinguish the effects of the small number of additional users potentially drawn by the WT from
effects caused by all other existing use, new use due to population growth and demographic
factors, and new use due to growth in other recreational activities also occurring at or near that
trailhead. In some cases, monitoring may be appropriate for some highly sensitive sites.
PMT and Advisory Committee designation meetings will be open to the public and meeting
dates and locations will be posted on the WT and Conservancy websites.
Comment MAS -4
Response: Please see Master Comment Response 3.
Comment MAS -5
Response: The text is corrected as follows:
San Pablo Bay
San Pablo Bay is richer in sensitive plant species in shoreline, marsh or Bay-edge habitats than
the remainder of San Francisco Bay. It also has retained more early historic and prehistoric
remnant tidal marshes than any other region of the Bay, including China Camp (San Rafael),
Heerdt Marsh (Corte Madera), most of Petaluma Marsh, Whittell Marsh (Point Pinole) and
Fagan Slough Ecological Reserve and other old marsh fragments in the Napa Marsh. Intact
terrestrial soils and stream deltas also contact estuarine marshes in San Pablo Bay at multiple
locations. These “old growth” and tidal marshes and their edges conserve important “hot spots”
of high native plant diversity.
Comment MAS -6
Response: This information is site-specific and will be included in the Site Description
that will be developed during the trailhead designation process.
Comment MAS -7
Response: Please see Master Comment Responses 2 and 3.
Comment MAS -8
Response: Please see Master Comment Responses 2 and 3.
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Comment MAS -9
Response: If the Trailhead Plan for a proposed WT site includes work that may impact
wetlands, a survey would be performed at that time. Pre-designation surveys of all sites are not
required. Because the WT EIR assesses both site-specific and regional impacts, the effect of
many small fills is considered within the document.
Comment MAS -10
Response: This document is a Programmatic EIR; please see Master Comment
Response 8.
Comment MAS -11
Response: “Sensitive wetland vegetation” refers to wetland vegetation with important
ecosystem functions and habitat values that should be protected from damage or destruction
because of these values.
Comment MAS -12
Response: Please see master Comment Response 3. The frequency of surveys at
trailheads would be determined in the trailhead plan, with a minimum of once per year for sites
located in or adjacent to wetland habitat. While existing users may cause trampling impacts, an
EIR is not designed to evaluate existing activities; existing activities are part of the project
baseline.
Comment MAS -13
Response: See response to Comment MAS-9, above.
Comment MAS -14
Response: Table 3.8.2-2 is revised to include black oystercatcher nesting on the Marin
Islands. See response to Comment USFWS-32.
Comment MAS -15
Response: Please see Master Comment Response 3.
Comment MAS -16
Response: Cumulative impacts are discussed in Section 4; regional and site-specific
impacts associated with the WT are addressed in the referenced section.
Comment MAS -17
Response: Overlap would be reduced through buffer zones and educational media, as
discussed throughout the DREIR. Please also see Master Comment Response 3.
Comment MAS -18
Response: Please see Master Comment Response 3.
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Comment MAS -19
Response: The information on disturbance is based on the referenced Takekawa study
and Avocet Research Associates North Basin study. Please note that the buffer recommended for
rafting waterfowl is 250 meters, not 250 feet.
Comment MAS -20
Response: Impact Bio-6 acknowledges that high tide roosts may be susceptible to
disturbance [by NMSBs] during periods of high water. Mitigation Measure Bio-M6 is revised as
follows:
MITIGATION MEASURE BIO-M6: AVOID DISTURBANCE OF CALIFORNIA BROWN PELICANS FROM
ROOSTING AND FORAGING HABITAT, AND DISTURBANCE OF WATER BIRDS FROM HIGH TIDE REFUGIA
As part of the trailhead designation process, WT sponsors shall identify high-use California
brown pelican roosting areas, and implement signage and site-specific education at WT sites
located near these roosting areas. Educational materials at launch sites shall alert WT users to the
sensitivity of roosting California brown pelicans and the appropriate buffer zones. In addition,
the trailhead designation process initial checklist (see Appendix E) will include California brown
pelican roosting sites as a potential sensitive resource requiring further evaluation if present.
Education has been shown to be somewhat effective at reducing the potential for disturbance to
sensitive species. At a Southern California beach, erecting signage increased the percentage of
the public that could identify snowy plovers from 3% to 15%; once docents were employed
recognition increased to over 80% (Lafferty, Goodman and Sandoval 2006; Lafferty 2001). After
implementation of the educational signage and a docent program, disturbance was reduced by
more than 50% and successful breeding was reestablished. The docent program included
reminding people about leash laws and not trespassing into the roped-off plover breeding area,
and scaring crows from nests. The study did not evaluate the effectiveness of the individual
components of the docent program, and did not separately evaluate the signage and docent
components; therefore it is not possible to determine the individual contribution of each of these
components.
In addition, the education and signage program shall educate WT users about the importance of
high tide refugia for water birds and other species, and shall emphasize the need for boaters to
avoid disturbance to high tide refugia during high tides.
Comment MAS -21
Response: Please see Master Comment Response 3.
Siting and design measures would be site-specific and are therefore not included in this
programmatic EIR. Specific measures and recommendations to avoid disturbing roosting birds
will be included as part of the signage and educational materials.
Comment MAS -22
Response: Language for site-specific signage will be developed during the trailhead
designation process. This document is a programmatic EIR, and the level of site-specific
information requested is not appropriate for this document.
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Comment MAS -23
Response: Please also see Master Comment Response 3.
As noted in the response to comment FCMC-6, CEQA requires that mitigation measures be
roughly proportional to the magnitude of the impact. The number of new NMSB users is not
expected to increase substantially, so to close off areas that are currently available to NMSB
users is not only unnecessary to reduce the impact to clapper rails to less than significant levels,
it is also disproportionately stringent compared to the level of impact that could result from this
project and not under the authority of the Water Trail. The clapper rail does use tidal sloughs and
channels, including many that are much too narrow and shallow to be used by NMSB users. We
do not expect NMSB users to make substantially greater use of channels used for nesting and
foraging by clapper rails as a result of this project. If NMSB users remain in their kayaks rather
than entering marshes on foot, they would not be expected to “come upon” a nest, which would
be located within the vegetated marsh, and signage and other educational materials will instruct
NMSB users to avoid landing in or entering marsh habitat on foot. The 700-foot buffer from
South Bay Salt Pond activities is for land-based construction-related activity, not for water-based
activity. NMSB users would be expected to be present in any given area (such as adjacent to an
occupied clapper rail territory) for a brief duration. Guidelines for wildlife viewing etiquette,
especially by those who wish to “linger” and/or photograph wildlife, will be part of the education
program.
Finally, to clarify: while the black rail does indeed depend on tidal marshes of San Francisco
Bay, it also breeds in the eastern Sacramento Valley.
Comment MAS -24
Response: The song sparrow uses tidal marsh both along channels that are accessible to
NMSB users and along numerous channels that are much too narrow and shallow to be used by
NMSB users. As long as NMSB users do not disembark into vegetated marsh, then they will not
impact nesting habitat directly or spend much time in the territory of any given pair of song
sparrows. The transient presence of NMSB users in larger channels adjacent to occupied sparrow
habitat is not expected to disturb birds to the point of abandonment of territories or nests, and
thus the impact is less than significant and no buffer is needed. Further, Conservancy staff
searched throughout the Draft Recovery Plan for Tidal Marsh Ecosystems of Northern and
Central California (USFWS 2010) and did not find 100-300-foot buffer recommendations for the
three mentioned species, but did find a recommended 300-500-foot buffer between development
projects and wetland areas for saltmarsh common yellowthroats (Volume I, page 316).
Comment MAS -25
Response: The location identified as CM (Corte Madera) is the haul site in Corte Madera
Ecological Reserve, and the location is correct.
Comment MAS -26
Response: Information regarding the risk of being stranded in the marsh at low tides will
be added to signage or other educational materials at all appropriate locations.
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Comment MAS -27
Response: Please see Master Comment Response 3.
Comment MAS -28
Response: The referenced mitigation measure (Bio-M12) is actually designed to address
potential impacts to salt marsh harvest mouse (Impact Bio-12), not harbor seals, as stated in the
comment. The mitigation measure itself, however, is formulated more broadly to be applicable to
marsh habitat in general.
Comment MAS -29
Response: The proposed buffer is appropriate, and is based on studies conducted by
scientists during the CalTrans Bay Bridge retrofit project. It is not necessary to avoid designation
of sites within 4 miles of a seal haul-out area. In fact, not designating such sites would eliminate
the opportunity to educate users at the site about the importance and sensitivity of seal haul-out
areas, and could result in greater impacts to seals.
Comment MAS -30
Response: The Conservancy appreciates the information provided. The actual distance
from a potential trailhead to recognized seal haul out areas will be verified during the trailhead
designation process.
Comment MAS -31
Response: Potential impacts in areas away from trailheads are addressed by numerous
mitigation measures, including proposed buffer areas, boat washing, various components of the
education program, signage, etc.
Comment MAS -32
Response: Comment noted. All new facilities will be designed to avoid adverse impacts,
and/or appropriate mitigation would be provided. These determinations would be made the sitespecific level during trailhead designation.
Comment MAS -33
Response: Guarding against the loss of high tide refugia needed by the Clapper Rail and
other sensitive marsh species is addressed in response to USFWS Comment 53. As indicated in
response to Comment MAS-20, more emphasis will be placed on educating NMSB users about
the importance of high tide refugia.
2.3.4 RESPONSES TO COMMENTS FROM SAN FRANCISCO BOARD SAILING ASSOCIATION
(SFBA)
Comment SFBA-1
Response: The concern expressed in this comment is apparently based on a
misunderstanding of the WT program; both HOS and non-HOS sites have the potential to be
designated. The WT Plan identified HOS and non-HOS sites, and both types of sites may be
included in the WT. Furthermore, HOS or non-HOS status is not a static designation. As
discussed in the document (Section 2.4.3), all sites will be reviewed to determine whether they
still meet the criteria for an HOS (if currently included on the list of HOSs) or whether they now
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meet the criteria for a HOS (if previously categorized as non-HOS). The initial division of sites
into the two categories was based on preliminary information available at the time of the WT
Plan development, and several years have elapsed since the sites were initially categorized.
The Conservancy would appreciate any information regarding sites used by board sailors,
including sites that were pioneered by SFBA members.
Comment SFBA-2
Response: Please see Master Comment Response 6.
Comment SFBA-3
Response: Comment noted. The intent of the WT is to develop a network of access sites
around the Bay. The process for adding new sites to the WT is described in the DREIR (and
Water Trail Plan), and summarized in Master Comment Response 4. The PMT is always
interested in hearing from the public regarding recommendations for new sites, but the future site
owner would have to express a desire to host/maintain a site and be part of the WT.
Comment SFBA-4
Response: It is hoped that the majority of board sailors would recognize the impacts of
their activities if these activities involve the destruction of marsh or other sensitive habitat. It has
been reported by others that some board sailors using this site have deliberately removed signs
and ignored DFG’s attempts to divert use from this sensitive site to another location.
Irresponsible and inappropriate behavior by board sailors is not an indictment of the speed with
which the WT is being developed.
2.3.5 RESPONSES TO COMMENTS FROM SAVE THE BAY (STB)
Comment STB-1
Response: Comment noted.
2.3.6 RESPONSES TO COMMENTS FROM SHORELINE WATCH FOR SAN JOSE (SWSJ)
Comment SWSJ-1
Response: Please see Master Comment Response 3.
Comment SWSJ -2
Response: Please see Master Comment Response 4.
Comment SWSJ -3
Response: This comment reflects a misunderstanding of the intent of the HOS
designation and the WT EIR. This EIR is a programmatic EIR that is designed to provide
analysis of issues that are ripe for analysis at this time; it is not designed to provide a site-by-site
(i.e., project-by-project) CEQA assessment. As described in Section 2.4.3, all sites will be
reviewed to determine whether they currently meet HOS criteria, but meeting the criteria for an
HOS merely accelerates the trailhead designation process. It has no bearing on funding.
Comment SWSJ -4
Response: Please see response to above Comment SWSJ-3.
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Comment SWSJ -5
Response: The Conservancy appreciates the detailed description and assessment of
public safety and law enforcement issues encountered relative to the Alviso Marina County Park
launch site and issues identified for motorized boat users from the site location. Coordination
among and funding for law enforcement activities is addressed by Master Comment Responses
1, 2 and 5. It should be noted that such issues would be expected to surface during the trailhead
designation process for new sites, which would provide an opportunity for early coordination and
resolution of public safety and jurisdictional issues. As discussed in Master Comment Response
5, the Site Description summary is expanded to include the following item under the category of
“safety”: potential for interjurisdictional or interagency law enforcement and emergency
response concerns.
Furthermore, Strategy 26 was revised as shown below.
Education is a key component of the WT Plan. This strategy
emphasizes the importance of providing consistent, effective
navigational safety information. Safety education for non-motorized
small boat users is currently provided on an ad hoc basis by various
organizations. The proposed guidelines and the minimum content
would ensure that safety training provided by various organizations
would meet a minimum standard. The WT would serve as a
centralized forum for safety-related information so updated safety
information can be provided more easily to the potentially large
number of individuals who provide safety education. The goal of the
safety education program would be to develop a “safety ethic” among
WT users and encourage boaters to report safety-related incidents.
Safety-related signage may be used to remind boaters both about
basic safety principles (e.g., use of PFDs), and to identify potential
safety risks in the vicinity of an access site. Improved reporting and
on-going sharing of information about incidents is an effective means
of identifying safety concerns (such as facility design issues and
vessel use conflicts) and helping boaters understand the potential
implications of their actions.
In addition, the site owner/manager and appropriate agencies
providing public safety services in the vicinity of the trailhead should
be consulted to identify the potential for interjurisdictional or
interagency law enforcement and emergency response concerns.
(Please also note the revision to Strategy 26 contained in Master Comment Response 5. That
revision is in addition to the text presented here.)
26. Navigational Safety
Develop and implement
comprehensive safety
education guidelines,
including minimum content
standards for safety
education, provide safetyoriented signage, and
encourage improved
dissemination of
information on safetyrelated incidents, and foster
cooperation among agencies
providing public safety
services.

The WT also provides a potential forum for agencies charged with protection of public safety to
identify interjurisdictional concerns. The WT may also request that the Harbor Safety
Committee’s Prevention Through People Workgroup specifically address the needs to NMSB
users relative to on-water safety and rescue.
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Responsibility for abandoned boats is not within the purview of the WT. Training for law
enforcement agencies to enhance knowledge of wildlife regulations is addressed by Strategy 22.
Comment SWSJ -6
Response: Of the 14 organizations to be represented on the Advisory Committee, three
are dedicated to wildlife and environmental protection (USFWS, DFG, and a non-governmental
wildlife and environmental protection agency representative). Four others (Save the Bay,
EBRPD, State Parks, and NPS) have environmental protection as a major objective of their
mission. Only two represent business interests. The Advisory Committee composition is
balanced and fair.
Comment SWSJ -7
Response: The Site Description checklist contains an item entitled “use of the site,”
which requires identifying boating and non-boating uses of the site. This item is modified to
specifically add user groups (please also see complete revised checklist in Master Comment
Response 5).
Use of the site

Boating and non-boating uses
User groups

Comment SWSJ -8
Response: Please see Master Comment Response 3.
Comment SWSJ -9
Response: Please see response to Master Comment Response 4.
Comment SWSJ -10
Response: Because USFWS did not comment on the regulatory language provided here,
no change was made. The following sentence is added to the end of the second paragraph
discussing the San Francisco Bay NWR Complex:
Marin Islands NWR is closed to the public and does not and would not be expected to host a WT
site.
Comment SWSJ -11
Response: Please see Master Comment Responses 1 and 2.
Comment SWSJ -12
Response: Please see Master Comment Response 5.
Comment SWSJ -13
Response: See response to USFWS Comment 22.
Comment SWSJ -14
Response: See response to USFWS Comment 49.
Comment SWSJ -15
Response: Comment noted.
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Comment SWSJ -16
Response: Comment noted.

2.4

Responses to Comments from Individuals

2.4.1 RESPONSE TO WRITTEN COMMENTS FROM NORTON BELL
Comment Bell-1
Response: Comment noted. Boating on San Francisco Bay can indeed pose a variety of
navigational/safety risks to NMSB users. This issue is addressed in Section 3.4, and by Strategy
26 (Navigation Safety) in the Enhanced Water Trail Alternative. Please also see Master
Comment Response 5.
Comment Bell -2
Response: Please see Master Comment Response 5.
Comment Bell -3
Response: Comment noted.
Comment Bell -4
Response: Please see Master Comment Response 1.
Comment Bell -5
Response: Please see Master Comment Response 2.
Comment Bell -6
Response: Please see Master Comment Response 2.
Comment Bell -7
Response: Comment noted.
2.4.2 RESPONSE TO WRITTEN COMMENTS FROM TED CHOI, CITY KAYAK
Comment Choi-1
Response: Comment noted.
Comment Choi -2
Response: The text is revised as follows:
Waterfront and
Water-oriented
Businesses

•

Private marina owners/operators

•

Tour operators

•

Restaurant owners

•

Boat sellers

•

Boating instruction, storage, and
rental providers

•

Other concessionaires
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Comment Choi -3
Response: See response to Comment HSC -2.
Comment Choi -4
Response: The following text is added at the end of Section 3.4.2:
Certain marine events, like fireworks and Fleet Week, call for temporary restricted zones by the
USCG. Boaters need to monitor channel 16 on VHF radio for updates related to temporary
restricted zones.
2.4.3 RESPONSE TO WRITTEN COMMENTS
CONSERVATION
Comment Feinstein-1
Response: Comment noted.

FROM

ARTHUR FEINSTEIN, CONSULTING

FOR

Comment Feinstein -2
Response: The basis for the growth forecast is detailed in the document and is based on
the best available information. Many of the sites are already publicized. Please also see Master
Comment Response 8.
Comment Feinstein -3
Response: Please see Master Comment Response 3.
Comment Feinstein -4
Response: Please see Master Comment Response 3.
Comment Feinstein -5
Response: Please see Master Comment Responses 2 and 3.
Comment Feinstein -6
Response: This EIR is a programmatic document, and the level of detail suggested in
this comment is appropriate for a project-level analysis. The inclusion of seasonal site closures as
a potential mitigation measure to avoid impacts to harbor seals or basking Northwestern pond
turtles (Mitigation Measure Bio-M16) in this programmatic EIR is based on concerns for these
species in a limited number of clearly-definable locations in San Francisco Bay. Additional
recommendations for seasonal site closures could be developed during the trailhead designation
process for other species, if warranted by site-specific analysis. It will be up to the site
owner/manager to decide whether such a closure is acceptable (if the site owner/manager
determines that a seasonal closure is not acceptable, and the WT determines that it would be
necessary for designation, the site in question would not be designated as a WT site). The WT
cannot require seasonal closures. Please also see Master Comment Response 3.
Comment Feinstein -7
Response: Please see response to Comment Feinstein-6.
Comment Feinstein -8
Response: Please see Master Comment Response 1.
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Comment Feinstein -9
Response: Please see Master Comment Responses 2 and 3.
Comment Feinstein -10
Response: Please see Master Comment Response 2.
Comment Feinstein -11
Response: Please see Master Comment Response 1.
Comment Feinstein -12
Response: Please see Master Comment Responses 1 and 3.
2.4.4 RESPONSE TO WRITTEN COMMENTS FROM BETH HUNING
Comment Huning-1
Response: Comment noted.
Comment Huning -2
Response: Please see Master Comment Response 2.
Comment Huning -3
Response: Comment noted.
Comment Huning -4
Response: Please see Master Comment Response 3.
Comment Huning -5
Response: Please see Master Comment Response 3.
Comment Huning -6
Response: The information contained in the Draft Tidal Marsh Recovery Plan and other
applicable species and habitat protection plans (e.g., Snowy Plover Recovery Plan) will be
considered in the trailhead designation process. However, as discussed in the DREIR, the WT
does not have the power to limit use of existing or planned sites, or to prevent location of new
sites in sensitive areas. Please also see Master Comment Response 3.
Comment Huning -7
Response: The analysis is consistent, and is consistently based on the projected increase
in NMSB use due solely to the implementation of the WT. As explained in detail in Section 2.2.2
this growth is expected to be quite small relative to the overall growth in NSMB use due to
population growth and demographic factors. The quoted statement from Methodology, page 3116, actually reads “…development of the WT is not expected to substantially increase overall
use of NMSBs on the Bay, and population growth is likely to be a much stronger driver of
increased NMSB use.” The fact that increased use of NMSB use on the Bay due to
implementation of the WT is very small in comparison to the baseline of use or the projected
increased in NMSB use absent the WT does not relieve the project from the requirement to
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analyze the potential impacts of the potential WT-induced increase. It is appropriate and not
contradictory to conduct this analysis within the context of baseline and non-WT-induced
growth.
Comment Huning -8
Response: The WT is not required to address impacts associated with baseline growth in
NMSB use (i.e., growth attributable to population trends and demographic factors), as is implied
by this comment. Please also see Master Comment Response 3.
Comment Huning -9
Response: Please see Master Comment Response 3.
Comment Huning -10
Response: Please see Master Comment Responses 1 and 3.
Comment Huning -11
Response: Table 2.4.3-1 (Site Description Components) site description checklist is
modified as follows:
Wildlife and habitat considerations

Nearby harbor seal haul out or other sensitive wildlife or habitat area
Wildlife viewing or interpretive opportunities
Restoration projects at or in the vicinity of the site
Potential for habitat restoration at the site

Please see Master Comment Response 5 for the entire revised table.
2.4.5 RESPONSE TO WRITTEN COMMENTS FROM PAUL KAMEN
Comment Kamen-1w
Response: The DREIR used the best available information regarding the potential
changes in NMSB use. There are no published or other reliable data available regarding the
number of users who permanently switch from motorized to non-motorized boating. Also, an
EIR is not required to generate new data to support its analysis.
Comment Kamen -2w
Response: The benefits of on-site boat storage were addressed in the greenhouse gas
analysis, and Strategy 28 includes measures to help reduce vehicle trips associated with NMSB
use.
Comment Kamen -3w
Response: The greenhouse gas analysis considered the benefits of replacing out of the
area vehicle trips with local vehicle trips. It is not possible, given the available information, to
quantify any differences in typical vehicle size used for local versus long-distance trips.
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Comment Kamen -4w
Response: The promotion of the WT ethic addresses this benefit of NMSB use.
Nonetheless, even relatively benign activities such as birding and wildlife photography can result
in disturbance to wildlife (see Comment USFWS-42).
Comment Kamen -5w
Response: The text currently reads “Launch sites adjacent to training areas are preferred,
and a dock tie space is needed for storage.” The text in Chapter 3 indicates that dragon boats
prefer inside-tie dock space (see Page 3-64). The text does not imply that a ramp or hoist is
required, and in fact indicates that a beach is the preferred launch facility.
Comment Kamen -6w
Response: The additional organizations listed in this comment are added to Table 3.3.21.
TABLE 3.3.2-1. NON-MOTORIZED BOATING GROUPS AND ORGANIZATIONS
Organization
Location Description
Bay Access Inc.
(http://www.bayaccess.org/)

Area-wide
(web-based)

A nonprofit organization of kayakers dedicated to
improving non-powered boat access and water trails

Bair Island Aquatic Center
(http://www.gobair.org/)

Redwood
City

A nonprofit organization focused on human-powered
water sports such as rowing, sculling, paddling, and
dragon boating

Bay Area Sea Kayakers
(http://www.bask.org/)

San Francisco

Club dedicated to the safe enjoyment of the sport of sea
kayaking

Benicia Outriggers

Benicia

Outrigger canoe club

Berkeley Paddling and Rowing Club
(http://www.berkeleyrowingclub.org/)

Berkeley

Local chapter of U.S. Canoe/Kayak organization

Berkeley Racing Canoe Center
(www.BerkeleyRCC.org)

Berkeley

Promotes international dragon boat competition and
provides water access and educational opportunities to
the Berkeley and East Bay communities. Hosts
DragonMax dragon boat team.

California Dragon Boat Association
(http://www.cdba.org/)

San Francisco

Nonprofit organization to foster the growth and
development of dragon boating in the San Francisco
Bay Area

Bay Area Whaleboat Rowing Association
(http://www.bawra.org)

San Francisco

Represents over 12 Rowing Clubs in the Bay Area

Cal Sailing Club
(www.cal-sailing.org

Berkeley

Established in the 1930s, currently an organization
focused on sailboards and small beachable sailboats

Dolphin Club
(http://www.dolphinclub.org/)

San Francisco

Nonprofit, public-access athletic organization

DragonMax Dragon Boat Club of Berkeley
(http://www.dragonmax.org/)

Berkeley

Outrigger canoe club

Embarcadero Rowing Club
(http://www.rowrenegade.org/)

San Francisco

A non-profit organization for whaleboat rowing

Friends of the Napa River
(http://www.friendsofthenapariver.org/)

Napa

Nonprofit organization dedicated to the protection and
restoration of the Napa River; sponsors canoe and
kayak trips
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TABLE 3.3.2-1. NON-MOTORIZED BOATING GROUPS AND ORGANIZATIONS
Organization
Location Description
Friends of the Petaluma River
(http://www.friendsofthepetalumariver.org/
)

Petaluma

Nonprofit organization dedicated to celebrating and
conserving the Petaluma River, its wetlands and
wildlife

He'E Nalu o'Marin Outrigger Canoe Club
(http://www.heenaluocc.org/)

Larkspur

Outrigger canoe club

Ho'okahi Pu'uwa Outrigger Canoe Club
(http://www.hpocc.com/)

Foster City

Outrigger canoe club

Hui Wa'a O San Jose Outrigger Canoe
Club
(http://www.kanuclub.org/)

Redwood
City

Outrigger canoe club

Jack London Aquatic Center
(http://www.jlac.org/)

Oakland

Organization that provides dragon boats, kayak, and
rowing programs

Kaimanu Hawaiian Outrigger Canoe Club
(http://www.kaimanu.com/)

San Leandro

Outrigger canoe club

Kamali'i 'O Ke Kai Outrigger Canoe Club
(http://www.kamaliiokekai.org/)

San Jose

Outrigger canoe club

Kilohana Outrigger Canoe Club
(http://www.kilohanaocc.org/)

Fremont

Outrigger canoe club

Lokahi Outrigger Canoe Club
(http://www.lokahiocc.org/)

Petaluma

Outrigger canoe club

Marin Canoe and Kayak Club
(http://www.marincanoeclub.org/)

San Rafael

Encourages and supports boating

Marin Rowing Association
(http://www.marinrowing.org/)

Greenbrae

A non-profit organization

North Bay Rowing Club
(http://www.northbayrowing.org/)

Petaluma

Rowing club

Oakland Strokes
(http://www.oaklandstrokes.org)

Oakland

Rowing club for high school ages

O Kalani Outrigger Canoe Club

Alameda

Outrigger canoe club

Ohana Wa'a Outrigger Canoe Club

Petaluma

Outrigger canoe club

Open Water Rowing Center
(http://www.owrc.com/)

Sausalito

A Limited Liability Corporation (LLC) for open water
sculls whose partners are rowers and members of the
OWRC

Pacific Rowing Club
(http://www.pacificrowingclub.org/)

San Francisco

Sculling club

Petaluma Paddlers

Petaluma

Local canoe and sea kayak paddling group

Petaluma Small Craft Center Coalition
(http://starbirdcreative.com/PSC3/)

Petaluma

Encourages and supports human-powered watercraft on
the Petaluma River

Pu Pu O Hawai'i Outrigger Canoe Club
(http://www.pupuohawaii.org/)

Los Gatos

Outrigger canoe club

San Francisco Bay Area Kiteboarding

Area-wide

Website with information about kitesurfing
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TABLE 3.3.2-1. NON-MOTORIZED BOATING GROUPS AND ORGANIZATIONS
Organization
Location Description
(http://www.bayareakiteboarding.com)

(web-based)

San Francisco Boardsailing Association
(http://www.sfba.org/)

San Francisco

A non-profit organization that addresses concerns of
boardsailing

San Francisco Outrigger Canoe Center
(http://www.sfocc.org/)

South San
Francisco

Outrigger canoe organization

Save the Bay
(http://www.savesfbay.org)

Oakland

Nonprofit organization working exclusively to protect,
restore and celebrate San Francisco Bay; sponsors
canoe and kayak outings on the Bay often associated
with restoration programs

South End Rowing Club
(http://www.south-end.org/)

South San
Francisco

Local rowing club

Stanford Kayak Club
(http://www.stanford.edu/group/KayakClu
b/)

Palo Alto

Local kayak club

Stanford Canoe and Kayak
(http://www.stanford.edu/group/sck/)

Redwood
Shores

Local chapter of U.S. Canoe/Kayak organization

Tamalpais Outrigger Canoe Club
(http://www.geocities.com/paddletam/)

Sausalito

A nonprofit organization which provides instruction in
basic and advanced techniques in the sport of outrigger
canoeing

Wavechaser Paddle Series

Area-wide
(web-based)

Winter racing organization for outrigger canoes and
kayaks

Western Sea Kayakers
(http://www.westernseakayakers.org/)

San Jose

Sea kayak club

Women on Water
(http://www.uswindsurfing.org/WOW/WO
Whome.htm)

San Francisco

Promotes women’s windsurfing and kitesurfing

Comment Kamen -7w
Response: Some incentives are contemplated (e.g., preferred or extended parking for
NMSB users who carpool). Please see Strategies 11 and 28, and also Master Comment
Response 1.
Comment Kamen -8w
Response: Please see Master Comment Response 6.
2.4.6 RESPONSE TO VERBAL COMMENTS FROM PAUL KAMEN
Comment Kamen-1v
Response: Please see Master Comment Response 6.
Comment Kamen -2v
Response: The Conservancy agrees that not all sites will require site-specific mitigation
measures; however, the WT will require educational and signage components at all WT sites.
The need for mitigation measures at a specific location will be determined during the trailhead
designation process.
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Comment Kamen -3v
Response: The benefits of implementing the WT are presented throughout the document;
however, an EIR is designed to evaluate potential impacts (which are defined as adverse effects
on the environment), and is not intended to quantify or describe a trade-off between
environmental benefits and impacts. Such trade-offs, where applicable, are a policy decision that
is made by the decision-making body (in this case, the Conservancy Board) in its findings on the
FEIR.
Comment Kamen -4v
Response: See response to Comment Kamen-3v above.
2.4.7 RESPONSE TO VERBAL COMMENTS FROM JIM MCGRATH
Comment McGrath-1v
Response: Please see Master Comment Response 6.
Comment McGrath -2v
Response: Please see Master Comment Response 8.
Comment McGrath -3v
Response: The estimated growth in NMSB is based on the best available information
(information from Cal Boating using a scientific survey methodology). The DREIR states that
the percentage of growth attributable solely to the implementation of the WT is likely to be
small; nonetheless, potential impacts to sensitive resources cannot be ruled out because while the
percentage of growth may be small, the overall number of participant-days is relatively high, and
for resources that are already impaired, the threshold of significance is low.
Comment McGrath -4v
Response: Please see Master Comment Response 3.
Comment McGrath -5v
Response: Please see Master Comment Response 8.
Comment McGrath -6v
Response: Please see Master Comment Response 8.
Comment McGrath -7v
Response: Comment noted. The DREIR states that Alternative 3 is the environmentally
superior alternative. However, education would be provided to all sites under Alternative 1 (the
Proposed Project analyzed in this EIR) as well.
Comment McGrath -8v
Response: Please see Master Comment Response 8.
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Comment McGrath -9v
Response: The education program has been developed by the Conservancy; however,
implementation will involve many organizations. Stewardship programs are necessarily sitespecific, and the need for stewardship programs will be identified during the trailhead
designation process.
Comment McGrath -10v
Response: Please see response to Comment McGrath-3v.
2.4.8 RESPONSE TO WRITTEN COMMENTS FROM PAUL NIXON
Comment Nixon-1w
Response: Please see Master Comment Response 6.
Comment Nixon -2w
Response: Please see Master Comment Responses 1 and 6.
Comment Nixon -3w
Response: The development of a Trailhead Plan during the trailhead designation process
does not require studies; it simply requires summarizing available information regarding a site so
that potential concerns and issues can be identified. Even if a site has been in existence for 100
years, it is conceivable that some simple improvements could be made to increase the safety,
enhance the appeal, and/or reduce the environmental effects associated with that site. Also, the
classification of sites into HOS and non-HOS categories in the WT Plan was based on
preliminary information, and that classification was conducted approximately five years ago.
Consequently, conditions at sites may have changed, and site classifications may change (from
HOS to non-HOS or vice-versa) upon closer review of current information. Please also see
Master Comment Response 4.
Comment Nixon -4w
Response: Please see Master Comment Response 6.
2.4.9 RESPONSE TO VERBAL COMMENTS FROM PAUL NIXON
Comment Nixon-1v
Response: Please see Master Comment Response 6.
Comment Nixon -2v
Response: While bathrooms are a desirable feature at WT sites, the WT considers many
factors in trailhead designation decisions and funding decisions.
Comment Nixon -3v
Response: Please see Master Comment Response 6.
2.4.10 RESPONSE TO WRITTEN COMMENTS FROM GAIL RAABE
Comment Raabe-1
Response: Please see Master Comment Response 4.
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Comment Raabe-2
Response: Comment noted. This type of information (i.e., the presence of a large group
of potential users immediately adjacent to a planned site) would be considered during the
trailhead designation process to evaluate the need for additional site-specific mitigation.
Comment Raabe-3
Response: Please see Master Comment Responses 1 and 3.
2.4.11 RESPONSE TO WRITTEN COMMENTS FROM RICHARD SANTOS
Comment Santos-1
Response: Please see Master Comment Response 4.
2.4.12 RESPONSE TO VERBAL COMMENTS FROM RICHARD SKAFF
Comment Skaff-1
Response: The Conservancy agrees that a process to ensure consideration of the needs of
persons with mobility disabilities or other types of physical disabilities be an integral part of the
implementation of the WT Plan, and it is. The WT Plan itself includes strategies to this end, and
the trailhead designation process will provide the opportunity for input from all interested
stakeholders. Additionally, the Advisory Committee to the Project Management Team will
include an accessibility expert.
Comment Skaff-2
Response: The development of the WT Plan was led by BCDC at public meetings and
included a special focus on accessible design issues. The WT Plan focused on accessibility and
launch design issues as follows:
Page 3, Executive Summary under Principles for Implementation (Point 5)
Page 16, Section 4.1, Overview of Water Trail Issues and Needs, paragraph on Access
Page 17, Section 4.2, Principles, Number 5
Page 18, Section 5.1, Launches
Page 19, Table 5.1 (Boaters with Disabilities)
Page 31, Table 6.1, Strategy 5 (Design Guidelines)
Page 33, Table 6.1, Strategy 10 (Accessibility)
Page 41, Description of Advisory Committee
Page 42, Meetings and Noticing
Page 63, Section 9.1, Education, Outreach, and Stewardship
Page 63, Section 9.1, Signage
Page 65, Development of Launch Design Guidelines
Page 71, Section 10.3, Expertise on Accessible Facility and Program Design
Designation decisions for specific WT sites will likewise be made at public meetings, as
described in the response to Skaff-1, above.
Comment Skaff-3
Response: In Section 3.2.2 of the DREIR, “State and Regional Laws, Regulations and
Related Plans,” under the heading “California Disability Statutes” (DREIR, page 3-16) all
California laws related to this topic are identified, including the one regulation that specifically
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addresses “small boat access,” found at California Code of Regulations, Title 24, Section
1132B.2.4.
Comment Skaff-4
Response: Comment noted.
2.4.13 RESPONSE TO VERBAL COMMENTS FROM CASEY WALKER
Comment Walker-1
Response: Comment noted.
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VERBAL COMMENTS

4

MITIGATION MONITORING AND
REPORTING PROGRAM

4.0 – MITIGATION MONITORING AND REPORTING PROGRAM
TABLE 4-1. MITIGATION MONITORING AND REPORTING PROGRAM
Mitigation
Number

Mitigation Name

Rec-M4A

Web-Based Comment Form

Rec-M4B

Conduct Recreational Use
Evaluations and
Develop/Implement Adaptive
Management
Recommendations if User
Conflicts Occur

Timing
Upon adoption
of Enhanced
WT Plan;
prior to official
TH designation
Following
official TH
designation
(when user
conflicts are
observed or
reported)

Responsible
Party

WT Staff

WT Staff to report to
PMT prior to official TH
designation, confirming
mitigation is complete.

Site Owner/
Manager

WT Staff to check in annually with
site owner/manager; WT Staff to
follow up with site owner/manager
if web-based comment form
identifies user conflict.

WT Staff to report to
PMT when user conflicts
are identified and actions
are being taken. Results of
actions are also to be
reported, when available.

Rec-M4C

Safety Signage

Prior to official
TH designation

Nav-M1A

Develop and Implement Safety
Signage

Prior to official
TH designation

WT Staff;
Site Owner/
Manager

Sponsor WT Training and
Education Programs

Prior to official
TH designation;
on-going
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Reporting Requirements

Comment form developed and
available on WT website prior to or
at the same time as official
designation of WT site.

WT Staff;
Site Owner/
Manager

Nav-M1B

Monitoring Requirements

WT Staff

4–1

WT Staff to verify appropriate
signage has been installed prior to
official TH designation, including
web link(s) for more information, as
appropriate to the site.
WT Staff to verify appropriate
signage has been installed prior to
including site in WT.
WT Staff to verify that links to webbased information are available, and
provide on-going coordination with
site owners/managers, boating clubs,
outfitters, and other appropriate
organizations to track types and
extent of safety education provided.

WT Staff to report to
PMT prior to official TH
designation.
WT Staff to report to
PMT prior to official TH
designation.
WT Staff to report to
PMT prior to official TH
designation;
WT Staff to report on ongoing efforts annually.
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TABLE 4-1. MITIGATION MONITORING AND REPORTING PROGRAM
Mitigation
Number

Mitigation Name

Nav-M1C

Design of WT Sites near
Commercial Shipping and
Ferry Terminals

Nav-M1D

Planning of Wildlife Buffer
Zones

Aesth-M1

Include Visual Characteristics
and Site Relationships in
Design Guidelines and
Trailhead Plans

Bio-M1

Conduct Education and
Spread-Reduction Efforts

SAN FRANCISCO BAY AREA WATER TRAIL PLAN
FINAL EIR

Timing

Responsible
Party

During TH
Site Owner/
designation
Manager
process (design)
During TH
designation
process
During
development of
TH Design
Guidelines, and
during TH
designation
process

Prior to official
TH designation;
during TH
designation

WT Staff

Monitoring Requirements
WT Staff to verify that site planning
and design has clearly separated
commercial and NMSB boat use to
the degree feasible.
WT Staff to verify that any wildlife
buffer zones defined for a site do not
create safety risks to boaters.

WT Staff

WT Staff to ensure that TH Design
Guidelines address specified design
relationships, and that TH Plans
incorporate the required design
relationships (as applicable)

WT Staff;
Site Owner/
Manager

WT Staff to verify that required
information has been integrated into
educational material and that
required language has been included
on signage, where needed. WT Staff
to verify that Site Owners/ Managers
have been informed about and
encouraged to join the Early
Detection Network.

4–2

Reporting Requirements
WT Staff to report to
PMT prior to official TH
designation.
WT Staff to report to
PMT prior to official TH
designation.
WT Staff to report to
PMT on Design
Guidelines, and on TH
Plan conformance with
specified design
relationships prior to
official TH designation.
WT Staff to report to
PMT on educational
materials prior to official
TH designation, and on
signage and Early
Detection Network prior
to designation of specific
sites.
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TABLE 4-1. MITIGATION MONITORING AND REPORTING PROGRAM
Mitigation
Number

Bio-M2

Bio-M3

Mitigation Name

Conduct Surveys, Adopt
Avoidance Measures, and
Instigate Compensatory
Mitigation

Establish Trailhead
Restrictions, Public Education,
Surveys, and Signage

SAN FRANCISCO BAY AREA WATER TRAIL PLAN
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Timing

During TH
designation
(design)
process; during
construction

Prior to official
TH designation;
during TH
designation
process;
following
official TH
designation

Responsible
Party

WT Staff;
Site Owner/
Manager

WT Staff;
Site Owner/
Manager

4–3

Monitoring Requirements
WT Staff to verify that 1) TH
designation process includes
assessment of potential impacts to
wetlands, 2) design of facility
improvements avoids wetlands to
the degree feasible, and 3)
compensatory mitigation consistent
with permit requirements is
implemented, if needed. Site
Owner/Manager to verify that
contractor complies with
construction requirements to avoid
or minimize impacts to wetlands.
WT Staff to verify that potential
presence of sensitive wetland
vegetation near site has been
evaluated. WT Staff to verify
guidance to discourage landings in
sensitive habitat has been developed.
WT Staff to review access routes
and boat launch design to ensure
compliance with this mitigation
measure. WT Staff to verify that Site
Owners/Managers conduct
inspections with the agreed-upon
frequency and appropriate followup, and that Site Owners/Managers
track site use, and conduct surveys
as needed.

Reporting Requirements

WT Staff to report to
PMT prior to official TH
designation.
Contractor to report to
Site Owner/Manager.

WT Staff to report to
PMT on public education,
conformance with
guidance, evaluation of
sensitive wetland
vegetation, and review of
access routes/boat launch
design prior to official TH
designation.
Site Owners/Managers to
report inspections to WT
Staff annually. WT Staff
to report to PMT on
inspection and tracking
efforts annually.
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TABLE 4-1. MITIGATION MONITORING AND REPORTING PROGRAM
Mitigation
Number

Bio-M4

Bio-M5

Mitigation Name

Timing

Responsible
Party

Conduct Surveys, Adopt
Avoidance Measures, and
Instigate Compensatory
Mitigation

During TH
designation
Site Owner/
process
Manager
(design); during
TH construction

Avoid Disturbance of Rafting
Waterfowl from Roosting or
Foraging Habitat

Upon adoption
of Enhanced
WT Plan; prior
to official TH
designation; ongoing

SAN FRANCISCO BAY AREA WATER TRAIL PLAN
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WT Staff;
kayak rental
companies
and other
outfitters

4–4

Monitoring Requirements
WT Staff to verify that 1) required
surveys have been implemented, 2)
facility design minimizes impacts to
sensitive plants, and 3)
compensatory mitigation consistent
with permit requirements is
implemented, if needed. Site
Owner/Manager to verify that
contractor complies with
construction requirements to avoid
or minimize impacts to sensitive
plants.
WT Staff to verify educational
materials pertaining to buffer
distances are prepared and
disseminated. WT Staff to verify
training materials pertaining to
buffer distances are prepared and
provided to kayak rental companies
and other outfitters, and that buffer
distances are included in training
sessions.

Reporting Requirements

WT Staff to report to
PMT prior to official
designation and after
designation, if
appropriate.
Contractor to report to
Site Owner/Manager.

WT Staff to report to
PMT prior to official TH
designation;
WT Staff to report on ongoing efforts annually.
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TABLE 4-1. MITIGATION MONITORING AND REPORTING PROGRAM
Mitigation
Number

Bio-M6

Bio-M7

Bio-M8

Mitigation Name

Timing

Avoid Disturbance of
California Brown Pelicans
From Roosting and Foraging
Habitat, and Disturbance of
Water Birds from High Tide
Refugia

Upon adoption
of Enhanced
WT Plan;
prior to official
TH designation;
during TH
designation
process

Avoid Disturbance of Bird
Nesting Habitat

Upon adoption
of Enhanced
WT Plan;
prior to official
TH designation;
during TH
designation
process

Avoid Disturbance of
California Clapper Rails and
California Black Rails

Upon adoption
of Enhanced
WT Plan;
prior to official
TH designation;
during TH
designation

SAN FRANCISCO BAY AREA WATER TRAIL PLAN
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Responsible
Party

WT Staff;
Site Owner/
Manager

WT Staff;
Site Owner/
Manager

WT Staff;
Site Owner/
Manager

4–5

Monitoring Requirements
WT Staff to verify educational
materials pertaining to buffer
distances and value of high tide
refugia are prepared and
disseminated.
WT Staff to verify brown pelican
roosting sites are addressed as
potential sensitive habitat during TH
designation process.
WT Staff to verify educational
materials pertaining to buffer
distances are prepared and
disseminated.
WT Staff to verify signage is
provided at TH sites where nesting
bird colonies are particularly
susceptible to disturbance.
WT Staff to verify educational
materials pertaining to buffer
distances and related avoidance
measures, and prohibitions on entry
into habitat are prepared and
disseminated.
WT Staff to verify required signage
is provided at TH sites where
California clapper rail and black rail
are particularly susceptible to
disturbance.

Reporting Requirements
WT Staff to report to
PMT on educational
materials prior to official
TH designation; and on
consideration of roosting
sites prior to designation
of specific sites.
WT Staff to report to
PMT on educational
materials prior to official
TH designation; and on
consideration of nesting
birds prior to designation
of specific sites.

WT Staff to report to
PMT on educational
materials prior to official
TH designation; and on
implementation of signage
prior to designation of
specific sites.
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TABLE 4-1. MITIGATION MONITORING AND REPORTING PROGRAM
Mitigation
Number

Bio-M11

Bio-M12

Mitigation Name

Avoid Disturbance of
California Clapper Rails and
California Black Rails due to
Construction Activities at
Launch Sites

Undertake Avoidance
Measures
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Timing

During TH
designation
process; prior
to/during
construction

Prior to official
TH designation;
during TH
designation
process;
following TH
designation

Responsible
Party

Monitoring Requirements

Reporting Requirements

WT Staff;
Site Owner/
Manager

WT Staff to verify required surveys
are implemented, and construction
schedule conforms to protection
requirements, including avoidance
of construction during extreme high
tides.

WT Staff to report to
PMT prior to official TH
designation. Site
Owner/Manager to report
construction contract
language to WT Staff
prior to start of
construction.

WT Staff;
Site Owner/
Manager
above

WT Staff to verify educational
materials pertaining to sensitive
marsh species, appropriate
avoidance measures, and risks of
getting stuck in the marsh [or mud]
at low tide are prepared and
disseminated. WT Staff to verify
that required language has been
included on signage, where needed,
and docent program has been
implemented, where needed.

WT Staff to report to
PMT on educational
materials prior to official
TH designation; and on
implementation of signage
and docent programs prior
to official TH designation.

4–6
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TABLE 4-1. MITIGATION MONITORING AND REPORTING PROGRAM
Mitigation
Number

Mitigation Name

Timing

Bio-M14A

Review Improvements at
Certain Sites and Implement
Education and Outreach-Educate NMSB Users in
Vicinity of Pupping Sites

During TH
designation
process

Bio-M14B

Review Improvements at
Certain Sites and Implement
Education and Outreach-Buffer Zone Signage and Other
Markers

Prior to official
TH designation;
during TH
designation
process

SAN FRANCISCO BAY AREA WATER TRAIL PLAN
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Responsible
Party

WT Staff;
Site Owner/
Manager

WT Staff;
Site Owner/
Manager

4–7

Monitoring Requirements
WT Staff to work with site owner to
evaluate whether improvements may
attract more users than nearby
sensitive resources could tolerate.
WT Staff to verify educational
materials pertaining to buffer
distances and related avoidance
measures are prepared and
disseminated.
WT Staff to verify required signage
is provided at TH sites with a
potential for increased use that are
located near pupping sites.
WT staff to verify 1) signage
pertaining to buffer distances and
related avoidance measures is
provided where needed, 2) where
needed, buoys are installed if
feasible, and 3) educational
materials pertaining to buffer
distances and related avoidance
measures are prepared and
disseminated.

Reporting Requirements

WT Staff to report to
PMT on educational
materials and on
evaluation of site
improvements and
implementation of signage
prior to official TH
designation.

WT Staff to report to
PMT on educational
materials and on
implementation of signage
and/or buoys prior to
official TH designation.
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TABLE 4-1. MITIGATION MONITORING AND REPORTING PROGRAM
Mitigation
Number

Mitigation Name

Timing

During TH
designation
process;
following
official TH
designation

Bio-M15

Seasonal Closures, Monitoring
and Adaptive Management

Bio-M15

Prior to official
TH designation;
Bio-M15: Undertake Waste
during TH
Management, Predator Control, designation
and Basking Impact
process;
Minimization
following
official TH
designation

Bio-M17

Provide Mitigation for
Disturbance to Harbor Seals
Due to
Construction/Improvements at
WT Sites

Cult-M1

Include Protection of Cultural
Resources in Education and
Outreach Efforts

SAN FRANCISCO BAY AREA WATER TRAIL PLAN
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Responsible
Party

Monitoring Requirements

WT Staff to verify that sites are
reviewed to identify need for
seasonal closures, and that required
WT Staff and seasonal closures are publicized.
USFWS/
WT Staff to review annual
DFG/NOAA assessment of seal counts at haul-out
sites, and ensure that any evidence
of decline is appropriately evaluated
and addressed.

WT Staff;
Site Owner/
Manager

WT Staff to verify that potential
presence of sensitive species is
evaluated, and appropriate actions
are implemented.

During TH
designation
process; prior
to/during
construction

WT Staff;
Site Owner/
Manager

WT Staff to verify appropriate preconstruction surveys for sites within
500 m of a primary haul-out site are
implemented. Site Owner/Manager
to ensure contractor complies with
construction timing requirements.

Prior to official
TH designation;
during TH
designation
process

WT Staff;
Site Owner/
Manager

WT Staff to verify educational and
outreach materials pertaining to
cultural resources and cultural
resources protection are prepared
and disseminated.

4–8

Reporting Requirements

WT Staff to report to
PMT prior to official TH
designation.
WT Staff to report to
PMT on assessment of
seal counts annually.
WT Staff to report to
PMT prior to official TH
designation.
WT Staff to report to
PMT on on-going tracking
efforts (e.g., trash
removal, seasonal
closures) annually.
WT Staff to report to
PMT prior to official TH
designation.
Site Owner/Manager to
report contract language
re: construction timing to
WT Staff prior to start of
construction.
WT Staff to report to
PMT prior to official TH
designation.
COASTAL CONSERVANCY
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TABLE 4-1. MITIGATION MONITORING AND REPORTING PROGRAM
Mitigation
Number

Mitigation Name

Cult-M2A

Undertake Expanded Archival
Research and Field
Investigations to Provide
Information About Potential
Prehistoric Archaeological
Deposits

Timing

Prior to official
TH designation

Responsible
Party

Monitoring Requirements

Site Owner/
Manager

WT Staff to verify required
expanded archival research and/or
field studies are conducted at WT
sites where excavation is planned.

WT Staff to report to
PMT Prior to official TH
designation.

WT Staff to report to
PMT prior to official TH
designation.

Contractor to report to
Site Owner/ Manager
prior to start of
construction.

Cult-M2B

Protect Prehistoric
Archaeological Remains in
Adjacent Areas

During TH
designation
(design); during
construction

WT Staff;
Site Owner/
Manager

WT Staff to review TH Plans to
verify disturbance of cultural
resources by new site
features/facilities is avoided;
protection measures are
implemented as necessary; and
appropriate signage is provided.

Hyd-M1

Employ Construction Best
Management Practices

Prior to/during
construction

Site Owner/
Manager;
Contractor

Site Owner/ Manager to ensure
contractor develops SWPPP and
implements BMPs.

Hyd-M2

Implement Stormwater Best
Management Practices

During TH
designation
(design); during
construction

Site Owner/
Manager

Design All New Permanent
Structures to Address Potential
Flood Hazards

During TH
designation
process
(design); during
construction

Hyd-M5

SAN FRANCISCO BAY AREA WATER TRAIL PLAN
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Reporting Requirements

Site Owner/
Manager

4–9

WT Staff to verify BMPs were
integrated into the facility design
and appropriate signage has been
posted.
WT Staff to verify designs of new
permanent facilities meet flood zone
requirements and address anticipated
sea level rise.
Site Owner/ Manager to ensure
contractor complies with
construction drawings.

Site Owner/ Manager to
report to WT Staff prior to
start of construction.
WT Staff to report to
PMT prior to official TH
designation.
Contractor to report to
Site Owner/ Manager
prior to start of
construction.
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TABLE 4-1. MITIGATION MONITORING AND REPORTING PROGRAM
Mitigation
Number

Mitigation Name

Timing
During TH
designation
process; during
design
Upon adoption
of the Enhanced
WT Plan;
during TH
designation
process

Responsible
Party

TCP-M1

Undertake Traffic Assessment
Prior to Designation of New or
Enhanced WT Sites

TCP-M2

Undertake Parking Study Prior
to Development of New or
Enhanced WT Sites

TCP-M3

Evaluate Emergency Vehicle
Access at New WT Sites and
Sites with Substantial
Improvements

During TH
designation
process

Site Owner/
Manager

TCP-M4

Evaluate Plans for New WT
Sites to Determine Safety for
Vehicle Access

During TH
designation
process

Site Owner/
Manager

SAN FRANCISCO BAY AREA WATER TRAIL PLAN
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Monitoring Requirements

Reporting Requirements

Site Owner/
Manager

WT Staff to verify appropriate study
has been completed, and results
incorporated into design, if needed.

WT Staff to report to
PMT prior to official TH
designation.

WT Staff;
Site Owner/
Manager

WT Staff to verify that appropriate
study has been completed and TH
Plan addresses need for new
parking, if needed.

WT Staff to report to
PMT prior to official TH
designation.

4 – 10

WT Staff to verify appropriate
evaluation has been completed, and
results incorporated into design, if
needed.
WT Staff to verify appropriate
analysis has been completed, and
results incorporated into design, if
needed.

WT Staff to report to
PMT prior to official TH
designation.
WT Staff to report to
PMT prior to official TH
designation.
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